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THE CRVSTALLOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF AMERICA

(JOINT MEETING WITH AMERICAN SOCIETY
FOR X-RAY AND ELECTRON DIFFRACTION)

Wtttreu P,lnnISu, S ecr etary-Tr easurer,
c/o Philips Laboratories, Inc., Irvingion-on-Huclson, Neu Vork.

The third annual Spring meeting was held jointly with American Society of X-ray and
Eiectron Dif{raction at Yale University, New Haven, Conn., March 3l--{pril 3. 1948. The
meeting was attended by 205 people, 81 being members of C.S.A.

The oftcers for 1948 are:
Presiilmt: Professor A. Pabst, University of California.
Vi.ce-Presi.ilent: Professor J. D. H. Donnal', The Johns Hopkins University.
Seeretary-Treasurer : Dr. William Parrish, Philips Laboratories, fnc.
Councilors: Professor N. W. Buerger, Postgraduate School, U. S. Naval Academy.

Professor L Fankuchen, Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn.
The Society now has 242 members, 25 residing outside U.S.A. IVlembership blanks may

be obtained from the Secretary, c/o Philips Laboratories, Inc., Irvington-on-Hudson, N. y.
Abstracts of papers presented at the third annual meeting are given below.

A NEW MODIFICATION OF SODIUM

- C. S. Bannarr, Uniaersily of Chicago.

Employing techniques previously used on lithium,l samples of sodium (C.p. grade)
were investigated at low temperatures in a Norelco spectrometer. After cold working at
-253'c. the difiraction pattern at -195" c. showed a small diffraction peak in addition
to the body-centered cubic pattern. warming slightly caused the peak to disappear. rf this
peal< is analogous to the similar one in cold-worked lithium it is the strongest line, (111),
of the pattern of a face-centered cubic form of sodium. The face-centered cubic unit cell
has a lattice constant equal to 5.339 A at -195. C.

That the proposed structure is reasonable is indicated by the atomic radius computed
from this lattice constant, 1.880 angstroms, which may be compared with the value 1.874 A
computed from Pauling's radii for sodium in coordination 12, corrected to this temperature.
The volume change is negligible, as in lithium: the calculated values for density are 1.012
for face-centered cubic sodium and 1.014 for body-centered cubic at -195o c. only about
1/10 of the sample has the ne\4/ structure under the treatment employed.

1 Barret t ,  C.5. ,  Phys.  Reo.,72,245 (1947);  Barret t ,  C.  S. ,  and Trautz,O.R.,A.LM.E
Preprint, T.P. 2346, Metals Technology (f 948).

THE NATURE OF TIIE ORDER OF LARGE SIZE EXHIBITED
by COLLAGEN FIBRILS

Rrcneno s. Bren aNo onvrr, E. A. Bor,nuer, Massachusells Instilute oJ Technology.

rn order to explain the predominant small-angle difiraction efiects obtained from dry
tendon fibers, it is necessary to assume for the typical constituent fibril a model which has
the following characteristics: while the fibril is approximately asmooth cylinder of finite
width (diameter ca. 1000 A) possessing predominantly longitudinal periodic structure, it is
composed of smaller subfibrillar filaments (diameter ca. 100 A) whose longitudinal struc-
tures are in approximate register, suftcient for difiraction in phase to low orders. Random
small longitudinal displacements of the filaments progressively cause their difiractions to
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fall out of phase, until at higher orders the diffraction effects are essentially those of indi-

vidual filaments. Variations in effective radii of material diffracting to the higher orders in-

dicate that the fiiaments themselves are not smooth but possess a periodically varying

diameter.

STRUCTIIRAL CRYSTALLOGRAPIIY OF LAZVLITE, SCORZALITE

AND VESZELYITE

L. G. Bnnnv, Queen's Uniaersity.

The following new structural data for lazulite, scorzalite and veszelyite were obtained

Irom single crystal photographs using the Weissenberg and Precession methods and copper

radiation:
Lazuli,le and. scorzalite: monoclinic-P21/n; ttre unit ceII with a:7.12, b:7.24, c:7 '10

A, p:  r ts 'ss '  ( lazul i te,  Werfen,  Salzburg).  a:7.74,  b:-7.27,  c:7.16 4,0:119"18'  ( lazu-

l i te,  Graves Mt. ,  Georgia) .  a:7.16,  b:7.25,  c:7.14 h,  A: l l8 '41 '  ( lazul i te,  Churchi l l ,

Manitoba). a:7.15, b:7.32, c:7.14 ft,0:119"00' (scorzalite, Minas Geraes, Btazil),

contains 2l(Me, Fe")Alz(POr)z(OH)zl. Specific gravity, lazulite (Mg predominant) 3'06

to 3.12 (measured, various authors), 3.14 calculated for mineral with all Mg; scorzalite

(Fe" predominant) 3.33 (Pecora, 1947), 3.39 calculated f or mineral with all Fe"' Cleavage

G01) and (110) difficult. The morphological lattice (Dana 1892), is monoclinic B2r/a and

pseudo-orthohexagonal.
Veszellite: monoclinic-P2Ja, the unit cell with o:9.84, b:10.17, c:7'43 A, F

:1O3"25' ,a ib icE0.g675i1 :0.7355,contalns4[(Cu,Zn)sPOa(OH)r '2H20] Speci f icgravi ty

3.34 (Zsivny),3.531 (Schrauf) ,3.42 calculated for  Cu:Zn:7:5.  Cleavage (001) '  These

data were obtained on a crystal fragment from Morawitza, Hungary. A chemical analvsis

of this material (schrauf 1880) shows As substituting for P(P: As :3 : 2). Later analyses of

materials from other localities show no arsenic. X-ray powder photographs indicate struc-

tural identity oi veszelyite from Morawitza and Vask6, Hungary; and 'kipushite'from Kip-

ushi, Belgian Congo.

ON TITE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF AIPO4

R. Bnrrr, AND A. DEBRETtrvrtte, Jn.,
Si.gnat Corps Engineering I'aboratories, Fort Mownoulh, N- J.

AIPOr according to Huttenlocherl has a lattice similar to that of quartz' 
'Ihe lattice is

hexagonal and has nearly the same o-axis (4.975 against 4.90a A for quartz). The c-period is

doubled (10.84 against l/2X10.78 A for quartz). The doubling of the c-spacings shows that

Al and P layers alternate in planes parallel to the basal plane. In the possible space groups

(see Huttenlocher) the different kinds of atoms have the following positions: Al: 3(o);

P: 3(b);OI6(c);Orr6(c). Under the assumption that the oxygen positious are the same as in

quertz we get: F00:3(Ar-fp) independent of the values of the different parameters.

An absolute measurement of Foo: shortld give some insight on the kind of chemical bond in

AlPOl, because lfar-fpl would be greater for neutral atoms (pure covalent bond-type)

than for ions. Absolute intensity measurements were made of the basal plane reflections of

AlPOr. The crystals used were grown and prepared for our investigation by Mr' J' M'

Stanley and Mrs. B. Korr of Squier Signal Laboratory. It can be shown that 1/3XFooa is

about 8. This value is so high that it cannot be explained by a difference of the scattering

power of even neutral Al and P-atoms. Therefore the positions of the two kinds of orygen

atoms cannot be equal. Preliminary measurements of the intensities of 006 and 009 show

that the P-O distance is smaller than the Al-O distance. Therefore, a large amount of ionic

bond may be present in AlPOr.

l Huttenlocher,H.F., Zeit. Krist., (A) 90' 508-516 (1935).
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CI{EMICAL BOND OF MAGNESIUM OXIDE

R. Bnrrr,,

Signal Corps Engineering Laboratories, Fort Monn.oul,h, N. J.
'I'he 

oxides of the third row of the periodic system of elements show on the left side
nearly pure ionic bond (NazO), and on the right side covalent bond (ClzOz). In the middle
of that row (SiO), we have nearl-v 50/6 ionic and 50/s covalent bond.

Investigation of magnesium oxide was made using the Fourier synthesis method to see
whether a certain amount of covalent bond may be found in magnesium oxide. Investiga-
tion shows that the electronbackground in thewholelattice is greater than in all investigated
alkaline halides. Three dimensional Fourier synthesis shorved that the electron density
does not decrease beiow 0.15 electrons per A3 at any point of the latlice. In sodium chloride
the lorvest electron density was 0.006 electrons A3. The difierence cannot be caused by a
higher thermal movement in MgO. Furthermore, the intensity measurements showed that
the atomic scattering factor of magnesium ion at lo.n' angles is smaller than the theoretical
values. Also that for oxygen ion is slightly larger than lhe theoretical values. This means
that the magnesium ions are little more expanded and the oxygen ions slightly more con-
tracted. AII these results show that there is a certain amount of covalent bond in magnesium
oxide. The investigation was carried out tosether with Dr. Herman and Dr. Peters.

CRYSTALS BASED ON THE SILICA STRUCTURES

M. J. Butncnn,
Massachusetls Instilu.le of T'ee hnology.

Some 15 compounds are known to occur in cryslals whose structures are derivativesr of
quartz, tridymite, or cristobalite. These can be placed in two different categories: (1) half-
breed derivatives, and (2) stufied derivatives.

In the half-breed type, half the silicon positions are occupied by trivalent atonis, half
by pentavalent atoms. If these atoms are ionic, then the electrostatic valence rule requires
that the proxy atoms alternate in the structure in order that the sum of lhe valence bonds
to the shared oxygen atoms be 2. Half-breed derivatives of the silica structures are known
for BPOa, AlPOa, FePO1, BAsOa, and AlAsOl. Quartz-, tridymite-, and cristobalitelike
structures are known for various members of this group. AII three types are known for AlPOa.

In the stuffed type, one or more of the silicon atoms is replaced by an atom of lower
valence, the valence balance being supplied by an alkali atom or atoms in interstitial spaces
of the structure. Only in LiAlSiOr is the alkali atom small enough to be accommodated in
the small interstitial spaces of a quartzJike structure. All other compounds have a tridy-
rnite-like or cristobalite-like structure because the larger voids of these structures are re-
quired to house the alkalis Na and K. Stufied structures are known for LiAlSiOr, NaAlSiOr,
KAlSiOr, BaAlzOr; Na2AhO{, K:Al:Oq, KzFe:Oc; NazCaSiOr; also for minerals with more
complex but related formulae: KNasAlrSirO6 (natural nepheline), NaCaAhSiraOro (natural

tridymite).
All these structures are derivative structuresr and therefore have a lesser synlmetry

content per unit volume than the corresponding silica structures. This requires either multi-
ple cells or lowered non-translational symmetry. fhis last feature is frequently accom-
panied by twinning which increases the apparent symmetry. Tlvinning of this sort occurs
in LiAlSiOr, NaAlSiOa and KAISiOT. The potassium salt has been supposed to be hexag-
onal, but diffraction data suggest that the apparently single crystals have orthorhombic
or lower symmetry.

I  Buerger,  M. J. ,  Der ivat ive crystal  s t ructures:  J.  Chem,.  Phys ,15,  1-16 (1947).

/ . )  I
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Nelv data are presented for LiAlSiOr. Powder patterns and rotation phoLographs about
both o and c indicate that this is a derivative of the quartz structure, but the failure of the
0001 extinction which occurs in quartz shows that its symmetry is less than hexagonal and
that the apparently single crystals must be twins. The apparent cell edges derived from
rotation and precession photographs are:

o :  10 .55 :2X5 .275  t r ue  A .
c :11 .22 :2X5 .61  t r ue . {

'Ihe 
apparenl cell has both edges about double those of the quartz cell. 

'l 'he 
crysbls of

LiAlsioi, whose cell characteristics are reported above, were grown by the Washken Labo-
ratories of Cambridge, Mass,, under a development contract with the Squier Signal Labo-
ratory, U. S. Army Signal Corps, Fort Monmouth, New Jersey.

PHASE DETERMINATION WITH THE AID OF IMPLICATION TI{EORY

M. J. Burncnn,
Massaehusetts Instilute of Tee hnology.

Since the implication diagram provides the locations of atoms in crystals, there must
be a close simiiarity between a Fcurier representation of the implication diagram and the
Fourier representation of the projection of electron density of the crystal on the same
plane. The relation between the coefficients of the two series can be ascertained in several
ways. A straightforward way rvhich is not difficult in casesof lowsymmetry is to expand
FF*(hkl) and then separate F(h'k'l ') from the rest of the expansion. For symmetries other
than T it is then possible to eliminate most (if not all) cf the unsymmetrical ccmponents.
This is illustlated for symnretry 2 parallel to c, as follows: Ily a simple manipulation, the
expansion of FF*(hkl) can be arranged in the following form:

F"nnt:QlFn*t(pi)lFm{p")*Rlzo,rr,o* I (Ri-R)FLn,z*,0 (1)

(a) (b) (cl (d) 
I

wnere

n:1*,J, ,  N:rank of  equipoint

and

.z
, ,  J  N * L^ :  

l * * " '
The expansion consists of live parts, which can be described in terrns of the contribution
of this term to the Patterson synthesis. (o) is a contribution to the origin peak, (b) repre-
sents the contribution on the Harker level to a non-Harker peak, and (c) represents a con-
tribution on a non-Ifarker level to a general Patterson peak.

Term (c), which represents a very large part of the expansion, can be eliminated by the
following manipulation: All terms are summed over I from t: - L to lL, and. each side of
the equation is multiplied by cos2r(kr*h1,). The left side of (1) then represents the /2fr
contribution to a Harker synthesis on level zero, and the parts of the right side of (1) repre-
sent the Zft contributions to Fourier syntheses of quasi-electron density representations.
In the complete syntheses, (c) vanishes because it represents a section on level zero, where
there is no "density." The only way for this to occur is for each term, lrF(P") to vanish
independently. This eliminates the term LrrFnt"{P,) cos 2r(hr*ky). All terms are now
divided by cos 2r(hxffu,). There remains
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Fa,t(pil LRFro,'o,ol II (n,-nr)&u,r*,o. Q)
t l j

(b) (d) (e)

When non-Harker peaks can be recognized on the implication map, for example, by the

non-appearance of satellites in certain symmetries, term (D) can be allowed for. Relation

(2) then provides the relation of F's to F2's for two-fold symmetry. The last term is a cor-

rection term which arises due to the fact that all atoms do not scatter with the same power.

When all atoms have about the same scattering power, as in many organic compounds and

in many silicates, this term vanishes. In other cases, it can be evaluated from special posi-

tion information, or more generally, from the locations of certain atoms provided by the

implication diagram. Where these do not apply, then this term can be evaluated for its

maximum value, in which case it sets determinable limits on the part of (2) which cannot

be directly computed. Since the absolute values of the F's are known, it should not be

difficult in most cases to decide on phases of the F's with the aid of (2).

Equalities of a similar nature exist for each Harker level of each symmetry. It should

be noted that the phases of only a fraction of the coefficients of the electron density series

can be determined in this way. The fraction is 1, i, *, or 1, corresponding, respectively

to the implication ambiguity of 4,3,2, and 1. Therefore, if an electron density map is com'

puted using the terms whose coeflicients are determined in this manner, z possible positions

appear for each atom in the crystal structure, where n is the ambiguity coefficient of the

implication. The wrong positions can only be removed by supplying the electron density

series with the missing terms.

VIBRATIONS OF CRYSTALS*

Nrcnor-,ls Cnaro,
A lab a m a P oly Le c hni c I n s til'ute.

In recent years extensive theoretical and experimental studies have been made of the

vibrational properties of crystals, with particular reference to quartz, tourmaline and ro-

chelle salt.1 Recently, extensive theoretical invesLigations have been carried out on quartz

plates and the calculated vibrations have been found in agreement with experiment.2'3

However, because of the complexity of the problem, only the simplest types of crystals

have been considered, and the treatment has been limited to certain cuts and to the sim-

plest geometrical figures. Calculations of the vibration characteristics have been carried out

for rectangular and circular plates, both of quartzz,s,a's' and rochelie salt.6

For circular plates one applies Love's theory for the calculation of extensional vibra-

tions. It is found that the contribution of the piezoelectric terms in the calculation of char-

acteristic frequencies are negligible for the case of qlrartz (less than a fraction of one per

cent) whereas for rochelle salt they amount to a sigrrificant fraction of the purely elastic

frequency. There exist pure shear frequencies when the direction of the electric field makes

small angle ( ( 5") from the Z axis of the crystal, and these have about the same frequencies

as the elastic frequencies. For larger angles there exist no pure shears, and the vibrations

* This investigation carried out in part under contract with Signal Corps Engineering

Laboratories.
I Cady, W. G., Piezoelectricity (1946);Heising, R. A., Quartz Crystals, (19t16).
2 Bechmann, H., Zeit. Physih, ll7, 180 (19a0) ; ll8, 515 (1941); L2O, 107 GgA).
s Mason, Sykes, Bond, in Bell Telephone Technical Journal (See Heising, l.c.)
a Ekstein, H., P hys. Ret., 66, 105 (1944) ; 68, 1 1 (1945) ; 70, 7 6 (1946).
5 Chako, N., P/zys. Rat.,7lr470 (1947).

/ J J
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are no longer of a simple harmonic type. In case of fochelle salt, one finds thal the vibrations
are not a pure harmonic type, and only for large values of the characteristic number do
they become of an harmonic character. The thickness vibration of the latter are found to
be non-degenerate.

TIIE BEHAVIOR O['PUNCH FIGURES IN THALLIUM
HALIDE CRYSTALS

J. W. DevrssoN AND B. HnNvrs,
N atal Res ear c h Lab or alory,

The penetration of a pointed instrument such as a scriber inl-o a thallium halide crystal
results in surface dislocations called punch figures and also in preferential volume displace-
ments. ft will be shown that both the surface and volume effects are due to slip in the

[100] directions.
When a [100] direction lies close to the surface, siight penetration of the scriber will

produce surface dislocations extending about an inch in the [100] directions. The surface
dislocations diminish in length in proportion to the degree of dip of the [100] directions.
This behavior results in an extreme sensitivity of the punch figure in the neighborhood oi a
[100] pole. Thus it is possible to locate the [100] poles and the [100] directions on hemispher-
ical surfaces of these crystals with precision.

Slight penetration of a (100) section 1" thick by means of a lead pencil produces a
small pip or protuberance on the opposite surface. Similarly penetration of a i" (110)
section results in two pips corresponding to the two 45" 1100] directions. The pips formed
in the (110) sections are diamond based pyramids with well defined steps. These structures
are formed by gliding of (1 10) planes in the [100] directions.

Contrary to the general rule established for metals, slip in the body-centered thallium
halide crystals does not take place in the direction of greatest linear atomic density, but
along rows of similar ions.

PERMANENT POLARIZATION OF A SINGLE CRYSTAL OF
BARIUM TITANATE

A. nnBnrrrnvrr,ln, S. BrNrorcr LrvrN, AND H. EsrELr.E,
Signal C or ps Engineeri.ng Laboralories.

A very small barium titanate crystal was silvered on two edges, mounted on a micro-
scope slide, fitted with snug-fitting aluminum foil electrodes and a close iron-constantan
thermocouple, and set in a micro-oven for continuous observation in polarized light. By a
combination of heating and cooling in a strong DC field the crystal was detwinned and
rendered optically homogeneous, having apparent biaxial negative character and acute
bisectrix c coincident with the axis oI dielectric polarization.

By connecting the crystal into an oscillograph circuit, the ferro-electric hysteresis loop
of the crystal was observed at 15 volts 60 cycle AC, with and without an additional positive
DC bias. By raising the crystal above 65' C, and cooiing in a field of 2000 volts/cm. for 5
minutes and then removing the fi91d, the crystal retained a charge which apparently is a
volume polarization. This is exhibited as a distortion of the hysteresis loop. The polarity of
the charge is the same as that of the formerly applied field

The minimum temperature for which a charge will be retained, using the above fields
and times is 65" C. A charge has been retained for over 80 hours, though diminished, by
cooling from above the transition point with 2,500 volts/cm. initial field. Cherryl and Adler
have obtained a somewhat similar effect for poly-crystalline barium titanate.

1 Cherry, W. L., Jr., Adler, Robert, Phys. Rea.,72,981-982 (1947).
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ATACAMITE TWINNING RE-EXAMINED

J . D . H . D o N N A Y ,
'I'he 

Johns HoPkins UnittersitY.

Ford's twin law (Am. f . s,ei.,3O,16, 1910) may be defined in several ways' Results of

calculations made Irom the Zepharovitich-Klein fundamental angles (in Dana) confirm

those oJ Friedel (Bull. Soc.fr. Min.,35, 45, 1972), who used Ungemach's axial ruIios (ibid.,

34, 148, 1911). The space group and unit-cell dimensions, predicted from morphology and

checked by Weissenberg photographs, agree with previous *-ray results (Thoreau and Ver-

hulst,,4c. Roy. Belgique, Bul'l '.,24r 716, 1938). It is not necessary to use Ford's irrational

definition. using -[950]- as 3-fold twin axis, the obliquity is zero (within limits of accuracy),

but the index is 61. Using -[544]- as 2-fold twin axis, the obliquity is 3'46' and the index is

81. Such values for the twin index are abnormally high. The case is not closed !

GROPING STAGES IN SOME ORGANIC CRYSTAL STRUCTURE

DETERMINATIONS

J. D.H. DoNNIY AND C. P. Fnmnronr,

Thc f ohns HoPk'ins Un'itersity.

If an organic compound has a moiecular crystal structure and if its molecules are fairly

rigid, then the groping stages consist in finding the approximate position and orientation

of these molecules in the unit cell. Among the many ways of atta&ing the problem, depar-

tures from the generalized law of Bravais, optical data, a knowledge of which planes reflect

most intensely, as well as purely metrical considerations, may locate the moiecules so closely

that the structure can then be completed by Fourier methods. Even in the absence of heavy

atoms, Patterson and Patterson-Harker syntheses may be useful checks for proposed aI-

rangements.
Exompl,es. The structure of orthorhombic dibiphenylene ethyiene has been solved by

such methods. It is shown approximately to possess a layer structure (001) by its large

negative birefringence and acute bisectrix perpendicular to (001). A rough measure of the

crystal pleochroism suggests that if the molecule is planar, the molecular planes are

inclined 40't5'to (001). The crystal vioiates the generalized law of Bravais inasmuch as

the observed {/2ft0} forms are {130} dominant and [200] narrow; while [020] and {110}'

which should precede these in importance, are absent. A pseudo thirding of the 6-axis

allows an arrangement of molecular centers which accounts for the morphological anomal-

ies, is compatible with the optical data, and is in agreement with Patterson and Patterson-

Harker syntheses. A consideration of the most intensely reflecting planes of high indices

leads to the orientation of the molecules in the ry and yz planes, essentially solving the

structure.
Use of metrical considerations is illustrated by triclinic dipentaerythritol. The eminent

cleavage (010) and biaxial negative character with acute bisectrix perpendicular to (100)

point to a layer structure, as is known pentaerythritol. The ether molecular model looks

promising. Such molecules can be arranged in centrosymmetrical pairs, then in chains and

Iayers by repetition of the process. The period oI the chain (in A.U.) is 2.6X-4:lO'4

(observed ao:10.4). The distance between chains is 2.6X5:13.0 (observed co sin B:

13.4X0.968:13.0). The p angle would be arctan 5:78"4I'(observed, 75|'). Hydrogen

bonds will strengthen the layers. Two layers will easily fit in d(010):9.6, accounting for

the structural halving observed (0&0, ft even oniy).
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THE CALCULATION OF STRUCTURE FACTORS BY A PUNCIIED
CARD METIIOD

Jrnnv Dowonur elrn VnnNrn ScHouer<rn,
C aliJornia I n stitu te oJ T ec I tnolo gy.

A method for the rapid calculation on punched cards of the structure factors of *-ray
crystal structure analysis has been developed. rt makes use of the following rBM equip-
ment: automatic reproducing punch (type 513), automatic multiplying punch (type 601),
alphabetical accounting machine (type rt05), and sorter (type t 1).

The general expression for the structure factor:

Fnm: l1,ez"t<h i+hui+r,i) (summation over the j atoms in the unit cell)

can by suitable manipulation be expressed in the following way:
Fl,*r:Ar,*ztiBr,u where Amr and Br,u are of the form:

">,,,\'i; ^^,]
These forms of course depend on the space group under consideration. The scheme of calcu-
lation is sufficiently flexible however to enable it tc be applied to any space group.

The following packs of cards must be prepared on a hand punch before starting a cal-
culation:

1. X-cos 2rX-sin 2rX. on this pack is punched values of X together with those of cos
2rX and sin 2rX and their signs. The argument X runs from 0.000 to 0 999 in intervals of
0.001. This pack is used in ail calculations.

2. Form factors. This pack contains one card for every reflection being calculated, to-
gether with the values of the corresponding form factors of each kind of atom in the cell.
This pack is used in all calculations for a given crystal.

3. Parameters. These packs contain one card for each atom for each z, fr, and I observed
together with the values of hr, ky, and Iz tor the atoms, where *, y, and. z are the trial param-
eters. This pack is used only in a particular calculation.

The scheme of the calculation consists of punching a set of atom reflection cards- one
card for each (non-equivalent) atom for each (hkl)-which contain the following pertinent
i n f o rma t i on : c r ys ta l , t r i a l , a t om,h , k ,  1 , , f ^ t o ,h r , ky ,  I , z , cos2 rh t , cos2 rky , cos2n l z , s i n
2rhr, sin 2rhy, and, sin 2rlz. (The particular trigonometric functions punched depends on
the expressions for Aarz and 81,11.) The foregoing is accomplished by the appropriate repro-
ducing, sorting, and gang punching operations. The products are next obtained on the
multiplying punch. Each card then contains the individual atomic contributions to A7,p1
and Br,n. The cards are then sorted and the values of Ar,*z and 81"s7 ate printed with the
tabulator. rf desired, the atom reflection cards may also be listed on the tabulator so that
the contributions of each atom to each reflection are qui&ly available for reference.

The above scheme has been used to calculate a set of about 600 (ial) reflections for a
crystal with space group P2QQr, eight non-equivalent atoms in the general positions of the
ceil- The time required for the actual calculation is about 24 hours, approximately one-
tenth of that required for doing the calculation with a hand operated calculator. The time-
saving factor will in general vary with the number of reflections being calculated, the scheme
being used, and the complexity of the crystal under investigation.
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STATISTICAL FLUCTUATION OF INTENSITY IN DEBYE-SCIIERRER
LINES DUE TO RANDOM ORIENTATION OF CRYSTAL GRAINS

Har,rs ErsrrrN,
,4 rm our Resear ch F ou ndation.

In the Debye-Scherrer diagram of a stationary polycrystalline sample, the intensity
distribution in the line is erratic because of statistical irregularities of the crystal grain

orientalion. If the only causes of line breadth are the natural spectral width of the primary

radiation and the small size of the crystal grains (i.e., pure Fraunhofer diffraction), the
statistics of the intensity distribution can be described analytically. The "experimental"
line center can be defined as the center of gravity of the intensity curve. The mean deviation
of the experimental line center and, thereby, the mean deviation of the measured lattice
parameter are found to be proporLiona,l to 1/ \/N if nr' is the number of crystal grains. If
the irradiated area rather than the number of grains is a given constant, the mean error of
the measurement becomes a function of the grain diameter. For a typical casel i.e., 1 sq.
mm. irradiated area of iron with CoKa (radiation and particles of 2X10-a cm. in length,
the relative error Ad/d is found to be about 2 X 10-6; i.e., about ten times smaller than that
reported in precision measurements. This indicates that the crystal statistics is not the
limiting f actor for precision measurements.

In the limiting case of negligible statistical fluctuation, the intensity distribution is

smooth and can be approximated by a resonance curve whose width

B:.B"*mr*,B"i,.

is the sum of two terms, one due only to the spectral width of the primary beam. the olher

term being the usual breadth due to the grain size alone.

ACIIROMATIZATION OF DIFFRACTION LINES

HeNs Exsrnrr.r AND STANLEY Srncrr,,
Armora Reseorch F oundotion.

Large diffracting angles are necessary for the precision determination of lattice param-

eters. The line will be wide at these angles because of the spectral impurity of the incident

characteristic radiation, and this width will limit the accuracy with which the line center
can be determined. The line can be narrowed as follows:

A diverging polychromatic beam is allowed to fall on the plane surface of a single
crystal. The beam difiracted by this crystal will diverge and will contain a bundle of rays
whose wave length range ccrresponds to the finite spectral width of the characteristic radia-
tion. The polycrystalline sample is mounted normal to the ray of wave Iength tr,. If a point

source is used, the rays difiracted by the sample will converge to a focus.
The condition for achromatization can be shown to be:

. .  ^ / . . _  t a n 0 \ /  I  \  c o s ( 0 . t a )
I - : F l  1 - l - 2  -  l l  l + 1  . -  -

\  tan d- , /  \  cos20 , l  cos (0, , , -a)

where a is the angle between the normal to the difiracting plane of the monochromator and
the plane surface which is being irradiated, d- is the Bragg angle for the ray o{ wave length
X" which strikes the plane surface and difiracts from the plane whose spacing is d-, 0 is the
Bragg angle for the ray of wave length tr, difiracted by the polycrystalline sample, I is the
distance between the r-ray source and the monochromator, F is the distance from the
polycrystalline sample to the focus, and I/ is the distance from the mcnochromator to the
polycrystalline sample.

I  J l
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If the r-ray source is cf extent S, then the focus is of extent

s ' :s  cos ,ucos 
(o-*a)

cos (0,, -a)

which can be made very small by proper choice of a.

CRYSTAL STRUCTURES OF AMMONIUM AND POTASSIUM
MOLYBDOTELLURATES

Howeno T. EvaNs, Jn.,
Laboralory Jor Insulation Research, Massachusetts Inslilute oJ Technology.

In a previous report,l preliminary lattice constants were reported for ammonium and
potassium molybdotellurates, and it was stated that crystals of these compounds are
isostructural. 'Ihe 

final unit celi and space group data show that they are not, but possess
entirely difierent symmetries :

(NHr)eTeMooO zq' lHzO, orthorhombic, ntmm ; ar : 14.62 A, b o: t+.9t, c o: 14.26;

space group p""a:Cll;Z:4, density calc 2.82,found 2.78

KoTeMooOz' 7H:O, orthorho mbic, mmml ao: 14.30 A, 6o: 14.95, co:14.26;

space group Pcbo:Cii; Z:4, density calc. 3.15, found 3.05.

A set of Patterson maps prepared for the ammonium salt allowed only three possible
models for the complex ion. Calctrlation of structure factors showed a reasonable agreement
of observed and calculated intensities for only one of these models. The o, r, and z plram-
eters for the tellurium and molybdenum atoms in the ammonium and probably also the
potassium crystals (with ro and z interchanged) are: Te 0,0, 0; Mo1 0,0.228,0; Morr 0.113,
0.121, -0.168; Morl 0.113, -0.121, -0.168. The model accepted here is one originally pro-
posed hypothetically by Anderson,2 in which the molybdenum atoms lie in a hexagon about
lhe tellurium atom at the center, and the oxygen atoms lie in two close-packed layers of
twelve above and twelve below the plane of the hexagon.

1 Evans H. T., Jr., Am. Mineral.,32, 687 (1947).
2 Anderson, J. S., Natwe, l40, 850 (1937).

CRYSTALLOGRAPHY OF TIIE POLYMORPHIC FORMS
OF BARIUM TITANATEI

Howenn T. Evaws, Jn., aNr RorrNsoN D. Bunn.rxr,

Laboratory for Insulation Research, Massachusetts Institute oJ Technology.

Crystallographic measurements have been made on single crystals of barium titanate
recently prepared in this laboratory. The habit, lattice dimensions and twinning of the
cubic form, and the tetragonal modification formed by cooling the cubic crystals below the
Curie point at 12O" C. are described. The twinning of the tetragonal form on the (101)
plane is demonstrated by means of Buerger precession photographs, and it is shown that
all the observed domain structure in these crystals is generated by lamellar glide twinning
on this plane.

Nerv information on the hexagonal form is presented. The unit cell is hexagonal with
ao:5.7354, c":14.05A, space group CQfmmc:D61,+, and contains six uniLs of BaTiO3.
It is shown that the structure contains close-packed BaO3 layers as in the perovskite struc-
ture, but stacked in a difierent sequence. A six-layer repeat unit is found, with the sequence

1 This work is sponsored jointly by the Office of Naval Research and the Army Signal
Corps, on Contract NSori-78, T.O. l.
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ABCACB. In this structure, two-thirds of the TiOe octahedra are found to be joined in

pairs by sharing a face, while the remaining octahedra are single, sharing corners with the

double groups. The two titanium atoms in the double groups are strongly repelled and are

separated by a distance of about 2.96i\.It is suggested that this feature may account for

the difference in dielectric properties of the cubic and hexagonal forms. New polymcrphs

of barium titanate are predicted.

THE ELECTRONIC DIGITAL COMPUTER

H. H. Gor.nsrrno,
Institute for Adnanced Study.

A SIMPLE GNOMONIC TRANSPORTEUR FOR X-RAY LAUEGRAMS*

Seuurl G. GonooN.
Acad.emy oJ Nalnrol Sciences of Philad'el,phia.

The indexing of Lauegrams requires transposition of the Laue spots (which are at tan
20) to tan 0 (stereographic trace of plane-pole in F-Laue, and gnomonic plane-pole in B-

Laue) or to 90o-0 (gnomonic plane-pole of F-Laue). The geometry involved is simple: to
the line through the Laue spot and the center of the Lauegram draw the unit circle (5 cm.
radius for D:5 cm. in camera), tangent to the line at the center of the Lauegram. From the

Laue spot draw a line through Lhe center of the circle. Erect perpendiculars to this line,

tangent to each side of the unit circle. It is easily proven that the intersections of these
tangents with that of the tangent through the Laue spot and the center of Lauegram are

the points required,0 and 90'-f. A simple transporteur may be constructed by swivelling a
carpenter's square to a straight-edge, such that the center of rotation is 5 cm. below the

straight edge used to connect the Laue spot and center of Lauegraml and the vertical arm

moves tangent to it at the required distance. Such a device was described by Clark and

Gross in 1937 for plotting 90o-d. However the vertical arm can be adjusted to any distance

from the center of rotation, giving reductions to 4, 3,2.5 or 2 cm. as desired. A shorter
vertical arm, on the opposite side of the center is used for plotting 0. Since the device is

simply an angle bisector, it can be used for converting gnomograms to stereograms.

* See Am. i lL ineral . ,33,  634 (1948).

PROGRESS IN SILICATE STRUCTIIRES

ADDRESS OF THE RETIRING PRESIDENT OF THE

CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF AMERICA

J. W. Gnuxrn,
Uniaersity oJ Minnesota.

(Printed in ful,l i,n lhis issue)

A TWO CURVED CRYSTALS MONOCHROMATOR FOR THE STUDY

OF LOW ANGLE SCATTERING

A. GurNmn AND G. FoURNET,
Lab or al orie d' Ess otis, P aris, Fr anee.

(Read by I. Fankuchen)

A two crystals spectrometer has already been used by various authorsl for the study of
r-ray scatterin9at rery low angles, the sample being piaced betwegn the two crystals'
We now use a double monochromator in a difierent way, in order to decrease the ratio of

the parasitic scattering to the studied scattering.
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With a single curved crystal monochromator the reflected beam is very intense, but the
lamella which receive the total direct bearn issued from the tube give rise to scattered radia-
tion of appreciable intensity. Therefore it is necessary in low angle scattering experiments
to reduce the aperture of the reflected beam by a system of slits and so partly to lose the
advantages of the curved crystal.

When the reflected beam is again reflected by a second crystal the parasitic scattered
radiation practically disappears, even in directions close to the direction of the main beam.
According to a suggestion of Dr. J. W. M. DuMond, we tried to place two curved quartz
crystals in such a way that the monochromatic beam reflected by the first crystal could be
reflected by the second. With JOHANN monochromators,z in spite of the imperfect focal-
ization every ray of the beam is reflected, but only when the crystals are in anti,paratrlel
position and have the same cu.rualure. But with JOHANNSONNs monochromators, the
focalization being theoretically perfect, both parallel and antiparallel positions are con-
venient. Theory and experiment show that the intensity of the final beam is greater in the
second device than in the first.

We found experimentally that the energy of the beam which can be used for the study
of low angle scattering is nearly the same with two curved crystals as with a single crystal.
The loss due to the double reflection is balanced by the increase in^aperture of the beam.
In our apparatus we can now register reticular spacings below 250 A, because the distance
from sample to film is only 100 mm. We hope with dissymetric monochromatorsa to increase
this distance and to register 600 A spacings.

The double monochromator is associated with a demountable rotating anode tube al-
lowing a load of 60 m.a., 35 KV upon a 1 mm.z focus. This powerful source allows the various
adjustments of the second crystal to be made with a fluorescent screen, and has consider-
ably reduced the exposure times. For example, a gocd small angle pattern oI a 5/s haemo-
globin solution is obtained within 40 minutes.

1 Fankuchen I., and Jellinek M., Phys. Ran., 67, 201 (1945) .
DuMond J. W. M., P hys. Ret.,72, 83 (1947).

2 Zeit. Phys.,69, 185, (1931).
3 Zeit. Phys.,82, 507, (1933).
a Guinier, A., C omptes Rendns, 223, 31, 1946).

IMPROVED GEIGER COUNTER SPECTROMETER

D. A. HaulcneR AND WrLtrAM P,lnnrsH,
P hilips Laborotories, I nc.

A description of changes made in the Norelco spectrometer which markedly improves
resolution by use of a new geometrical arrangement and intensity by use of mica window
r-ray and Geiger tubes.

Resolu,ti,on. The focal spot of the *-ray tube, 9X2.8 mm., $'ith length perpendicular to
the axis of specimen rotationlwas0.24 X2.8 mm. in projection at 1+o. Bv rotating the focal
spot 90'in manufacturing the *-ray tube, the length of the focal spot is made parallel to
the axis of rotation and is 9X0.07 mm. in projection. A set of Soller slits 1X25 mm. be-
tween dource and specimen and 1X50 rnm. between specimen and receiving slit limits the
divergence to 4.6" and 2.3o, respectively. Bragg focussing is used in the plane parallel to
the Soller slit foils. The angular aperture of the incident beam is 42' and. covers a 20 mm.
wide sample at 10"20. The CuKa doublet is resolved on reflection from (10T1) of a single
quartz crystal plate and the width at half height of each line is about 3/. In a quartz powder
sample, the doublet is noticeably separated in the reflection from (1120), 2d:36.58'in
recorded data.
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Intensity. The Lindemann glass windows have been replaced by 0 0005" thick mica for

r-ray and Geiger tubes. It has about the same absorption as 0.020'l pure beryllium and is

much less than Lindemann glass for 0.7 to 2.5 A. By eliminating the intermediate graded

glass seal, the inactive length of the counters has been reduced from 35 mm. to 2.5 mm' The

optimum pressure for the Lindemann glass counters was 30 cm. (Hg) since higher pressures

gave no higher counting rates due to absorption in the long inactive length, whereas 60

cm. (HS) or more may be used with the mica window. The use of chlorind rather than

methylene bromide for a quenching agent gives a much larger sensitive area. The data

shown below are based on calculations of the per cent of the r-ray beam transmitted

through r-ray and Geiger lube windows and inactive length, which is absorbed in the 100

mm. active length of the counter. This is a measure of the efficiency and hence expected

increase in counting rate of the system for the same geornetry and power input of the *-ray

tube.

, / o t

MoKa

Lind. 30 cm. Argon 7%
Mica 60 cm. Argon 14

1 Friedman, H., Electronies, April 1945.
2 Liebson, 5.H.,  Phys.  Rer. ,72, l8 (1947).

CuKa
r.)
55

FeKa

o

48

CrKa

z

34

THE STRUCTI'RE OF TOIIRMAI.INE*

Glsnrrr,r.n E. HeMsuRcaR. lNo M. J. Bunncet,

M as s ac husetts I nstitute oJ T ec hnol o gy.

Earlier workl has shown that the space group of tourmaline is R3m.. The dimensions

of the cell, referred to hexagonal axes were given as a:15.93, c:7.15. This cell (whose

volume is equal to that of 3 primitive rhombohedral cells) contained 3 formula weights of

composition

\ T .  A I

1.J 
*,];;,o,ttoozz(o,oH'F),

Intensity data rvere obtained fot (hkil) reflections for two comparatively simple tour-

malines, namely for a black, Fe tourmaline from Andreasberg, and for a white, Mg tour-

maline from de Kalb. In this study, the Weissenberg method was used $/ith filtered cobalt

and copper radiations, respectively, and the intensities were measured by the Dawton

method.
From these data, implication diagrams 13 (oy0) were prepared for each crystal. In

addition to satellites, both of these contained one very strong set of equivalent peaks. It

seemed certain that this set was to be attributed to Si, Al, or both. In the preliminary form

of this abstract, it was attributed to both. Subsequent intensity computations have shown

that it is the location of Si only.
The difierence implication, lI3 @9A') a.- I 3 (*y0) uo l was also prepared. This displayed

only one strong peak, which was obviously attributed to the Fe, Mg location. With the

Si's and Mg's located in this manner, these atoms were surrounded by oxygen atoms con-

sistent with their coordinations and with space requirements. This creates a segment of the

structure of composition NaMgsSi6On(OH)a. The SioOra part of this segurent is a ring of

tetrahedra. The entire segment may be thought of as a fragment of the kaolin structure in

which all octahedral positions are filled with Mg (instead ol 2/3's of them being filled with

AI). Na is located between these segments on the three-foid axis. The segments are joined

together by Al octahedra which share some oxlrgens with the segment, but require 6 ad-
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ditionai oxygens in the general position. The Al octahedra spiral about the 3-fold screw
axes sharing edges rryith each other. Boron is in planar triangular coordination.

Intensities oI the (hki,O) spectra computed for this structure are in excellent agreement
with the observed intensities. The structure satisfies the Paulings rules, and the known
wide range of tourmaline composition is explaine{ by it.

The parameters for a tourmaline of composition NaMg3B3Al6Si6O1(OH)4 are as follows:

Atorn equipoint { y z (approximate)

Na 3 a 0 0 -7/9
Mg 9b .133 .067 -1/6
B 9b .1r7 .233 - 0
Al 78c .050 .367 -5/6
Si 78c .r92 .192 -5/9
(OH)r 3a 0 0 -1/3
(oH), 9b .233 .r17 - 0
Or 9b .058 .117 - 0
O: 9b .142 .O7l -2/3
Or 9b .102 ,204 -2/3
Or 18c .200 .200 -1/3
05 18c .279 .246 -2 /3
06 18e .058 .292 - 0

* See Am. Mineral. ,33, 532 (1948).
1 Buerger M. J., and Parrish, William, The unit cell and space group of tourmaline:

Am. M iner al., 22, 1139-1 150 (1937 ) .

I{YPOTHETICAL DISORDER AND ITS USE IN CRYSTAL STRUCTURE
DETERMINATIONS

Devrn HenrBn,
General Eleclric Co.

Any crystal can be represented by the Fourier Series for its electron density:

p(t ,  y, z1 :! t  t  t  Fhkre2rn@'+ka+Iz),
V h k l

where lt1,p1:p;ti (since p(x, y, z) is real). The same structure shifted one-half unit transla-
tion along r is

pei++,  ) , , " )  :+ I  I  I  ( -1)rp,  krezr i (18+ku+Lz).
V n k r

The average of these two structures is that of a crystal in which the two halves of the
structure follow one another at random-a disordered structure. Its mean electron densitv
is given by:

pD(r ,  y ,  z) : l [p@, y,  z) l  p(x*b,  y,  z)  ]

:: I 2 ! ; [t+(- | thlFn*,s2" ; &' t *u r r 't
V h k L

: i  r  l l  poo,szntth'-*u't ' t .
V h h r

even
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This structure is described by the Fourier coefficients with even h, i.e., it can be referred

to a cell half as long in the * direction as the original one. The content of this half-sized

cell consists of a superposition of the contents of the two halves of the true cell with the

density scale divided by two.
ft may happen in the early stages of a crystal structure determination that the disor-

dered structure is more convenient to study than the ordered one. The final step in the

determination then involves the "decollapse" of the structure into complete order. This

process may not be unique, but the decision between the various possible ordered structures

is made easily by means of Lhe Fn*ru not used for the disordered structure; e.g., by

F*l', with odd i in the example first described.
It is clear that disordering can be accomplished by superposition of thirds, fourths, etc ,

and that more than one axis can be used. The choice between various possible hypothetical

disorderings is a matter of convenience. It happens frequently that the projection of a

structure upon one of the crystallographically important planes can be described in terms

of a smaller unit mesh than the true one; in such cases the use of a corresponding disordered

structure is particularly convenient.

RELATIONS BETWEEN TIIE '(PI{ASE INEQUALITIES'" THE PATTERSON

FUNCTION AND BI'ERGER IMPLICATIONS

Davm H.tnxr,n,

General' Electric C ompany.

To a crystal composed of real atoms can be related other periodic structures with the

same unit cell. Thus, the crystal (C), the electron density of which is implied by the Fourier

Coefficients FhH, can be related to the Patterson Function (P) with a density distribution

implied by the Fourier Coefficients lF,,*,1,. Th. P space contains "atoms" with coordi-

n.,tes rcp-rcq, yp-yq, zp-zqwhere l and q are the ordinal numbers of the atoms in the C

space. Another function related to the C-space is the Buerger Function (B) described by

the Fourier Coefficients Bnm. The B space contains some, but far from all, of the "atoms"
belonging to the P-space; namely, those corresponding to atoms in C-space related by the

operations of the space group of the real crystal.
An example may make this clearer. A crystal with the space group P2 has atoms at

tci, !i, zi, ii, ji, 2,, where 7 runs from I to N /2 (1[ is the number of atoms in the unit cell

of the real crystal). The corresponding Buerger Function has 1[ "atoms" at 0,0,0 and at

2xi,0,22112ii,0,22i. The related Patterson Function has these "atoms" and many others

with coordinates *otro, yo*yo,zrlzo where l and q run over all the numbers from I to

N/2 and, the signs must be taken both plus or both minus. The unitary structure factors

are (when written as sums over individual electrons):
for the crystal (C)

? uo, : 1 f ,-ro,o,, cos2r (lu1 !lz),2 7 ,
for the Buerger Function (B)

1 zl2
B,*r: ) L ll-t cos2, (zhq l2tz)l: B uil: \ ! lF 26s1

Z ,:,
and for the Patterson Function (P)

I  F* ) ' .

The Phase Inequality for a crystal of space-group P2 is

763

l?ro,l'<t*.|?,o',, o,
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or

| ?uo,l'<Eor,'

A section through P at y:g will contain all "atoms" with y-0, but these include all
lhe atoms in the same section through B, and it is these latter that are useful in determining
the structure of C. The 6r,rz'" in the Pr case do not vary with * and for each i, I combination
can be approximated by the largest lFnorl, fot any &. From these can be calculated values
of Bls:f;uor1z. The series evaluated from these coefficients should be more valuable in
locating atoms in C than are the series using I Fr*,lt's. Similar relations hold for all space-
groups, except PI and PI.

ABSOLUTE INTENSITY SCAIE FOR CRYSTAL DIFFRACTION DATA

Devro Henrnn,
G ener al, EI,e ctri c C om p any.

IL is well known that the intensities 1*z of the rays diffracted by a crystal can be cal-
culated from its structure by the formula:

In*t:KQ()', 0) Fnnl ', (1)

where /2, k and I, arc the Miller indices of the sheaf of planes in the crystal from which the
ray hkl can be said to have been "reflected"; X is the wave length of the radiation used, d
is the glancing angle of "reflection," 4(tr, 0) is a function dependent in form on the experi-
mental arrangements, F7,p7 is the "crystal structure factor" and K is a constant for a given
specimen and radiation.

The "crystal structure factor," Fxr, is related to the atomic arrangement in a crystal
by the formula:

noor: f 7,r-r'i(tui+kur+tzi), (2)
t :L

where .ly' is the number of atoms in a unit cell of the crystai, *i, yi, and z i are the coordinates
of theJth atom-expressed as fractions of the unit translations of the ceil-andf is the
scattering power of thejth atom. The values off depend on (sin A)/^.

In the case of *-ray difiraction, it is possible to make the approximation fi: Z 1, where
Zi is the atomic number of thejtb atom and / is the same function of (sin 0)/X for all atoms.
I: Z:Li:, Zi is the total number of electrons in the unit cell, we can definefin*r: F*t/Zi
Fhkt car. be called the "unitary crystal structure factor" and can be calculated from the
atomic arrangement of the crystal by the formula:

rV
F*r: L nie-2ri(tw;+kui+tzl (3)

i:r

where ni:Zifz is the fraction of the electrons in the unit cell which belong to theTth
atom. It is noteworthy that?nm depends on the composition and structure of the crystal
but not on the angle of difiraction or the wave length.

The intensities Inra and the known values of 4(I, d) allow the calculation of the quanti-
ties Kl Fual2 directly from the data, but, since the vaiue of K is usually very inconvenient
tomeasureexper imental ly ,valuesof  !Fy" l2areobtainedinmostcasesbycalculat ionfrom
ttre structure of the crystal. It will be shown in the following how the value of K may be
obtained from the data with an accuracy depending on the validity oI the relatior. fi: Z$,
even if the structure is not known.

The value ot l?n*rlt is obtained by multiplying (3) by its complex conjugate; the result
i s :
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^ N N r ' N

lFon": L=r'' '+ Lo 
rL 

n'non'"ilh('p-aq)+h(u"-vo)+I(zo-zo)) ' (4)

p l q

The mean value of lFo*rl'ou"t a large number of "reflections",t l?nntl', is then given by

lFr* , lz :  I  n i2 (5)

with a probable error of about + 1/Q. where Q ir-th" nu-b". of "reflections" used in taking

the average.2
Formula (5) is wrong only if h(ro-r), hbo-y) and l(zo-zq) are all integers or zero

for aII "reflections" used in averaging. If one is careful to average many non-cozonal "re-

flections," this cannot happen.

Since frnel:p*t/Zf , and writing F'67r: KFnt"tIor the "observed" structure factor, one

obtains:

765

The last relation can be rewritten

(6)

(6',)

The factor K, which converts the observed relative values of the squares of the "crystal
structure factor," lFuo,l',to the absolute scale can be evaluated from either (6) or (6').

Tlu Temperature Factor: In the foregoing, it has been assumed that no thermal motion

exists in the crystal under consideration, but this is never the case. The effect of this thermal

motion on the intensilies of diffraction can be allowed for by making K a function of (sin

0)/I according to the formula:

K: K&-2Bl(sdn'rl\1.2

In this case, il is no longer possible to use formulas (6) or (6') to obtain K, unless the

"reflections" used in averaging all lie in a narrow range of (sin 0)/I, and this value of K is

useful only in that range. However, the variation of K with (sin 0)/I is such that a plot of

I'nK against [(sin a)/lf is a straight line, with a slope of (-28) and an intercept on the

axis of ordinates at lnK, Thus, if the values of K are computed from equations (6) or

(6') in various ranges of (sin A)/I and the results plotted as just suggested, not only can the

intensities be referred to an absoiute scale. but the temperature efiect on intensity can be

evaluated.

1 A bar over a quantity is used to indicate the average value of that quantity.
2 This follows from the exoression

-l I o-,n,-: 1 /' lI"(2Pi)i\
2P*1 n?p- 2P+1\ sin r.r /
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GROWING CRYSTALS FROM SOLUTION

A. N. Hor,oeN,
Bell T ele ph o ne Labo ral or i es.

Large clear single crystals of many ionic salts can be grown from water solution in a
reciprocating rotary crystallizer. Seed crystals are moved at about fifteen inches per second
through slowly cooled supersaturated solutions in cylindrical jars, heated at the bottom to
dissolve spurious seed crystals. Practicable rates of clear growth reach a maximunr of 200
molecular layers per second in favorable cases. These rates are controlled by the ppecific
crystallization rate on the growing surfaces at the prevailing supersaturation and lemper-
ature, rather than by diffusion to them through the adjacent unstirred solution film, as
can be shown (1) by comparison of growth rates with dissolution rates, and (2) by agree-
rnenL in order of magnitude of observed rates and rates calculated from a rough kinetic
theory. There is no satisfactory refined theory of crystallization in two-component systems,
nor any adequate body of experimental data to verify one.

INDEX OF REFRACTION STUDTES OF TSOMETRIC OPAQUE MINERALS

Anrnun L. Howr.axo AND M. Derwnq Qurcr,nv,
N orthuestern U niters ity.

The determination of the index of refraction of opaque substances by the application of
Brervster's law was studied by Quirke and McCabe as a means for establishing a measure
of the rank of coal. The same method has been applied by the authors to metallic oxides
and sulfides such as magnetite, sphalerite, galena, and pyrite to determine its usefulness
for the identification of opaque and high index minerals. The procedure followed was to
determine the polarization apgle by means of an analyzing prism and photometer when a
beam of unpolarized light was direcled against cleaved or polished surfaces of a mineral.
Satisfactory checks were obtained with the known indices of glass, diamond, and sphalerite,
but it was found that the nature of the surface is of great importance and that films of
moisture or grease, and the destruction of the surface layers by polishing have a marked
effect in lowering the values obtained. fndex measurements were also obtained from the
opaque minerals magnetite (2.42), galena (4.71), and pyrite (6 22), in contrast to metallic
conductors such as silver and copper, for which the polarization angle cannot be determined
by the experimental procedure employed. These minerals, which can be assumed to be
representative of metallic oxides and suifides, behave like dielectrics in permitting the
maintenance of a coherent light beam for an appreciable depth beneath the surface.

THE PIEZOELECTRIC EFFECTS IN SOME UNIPOLAR CRYSTALS

Hars Jnllr,
The Brush Development Company.a

The piezoelectric d,,o constants of several crystals having a unique polar axis are given.
It is seen that the constants connecting an electric fie1di.n the polar axis to compressional
strains areinthe averagesomewhatsmaller than theconstantsconnecting fieldsperpmdic-
u'lar to the polar axis with various shear strains. The hydrostatic piezoeleetric constant,
however, which is the algebraic sum of 3 compressional constants, is generally quite small.
Lithium sulfate monohydrate is a notable exception; its constant d,zz rclating field in polar
direction to compressional strain in the same direction, is much higher than its other con-
stants and gives rise to an outstanding hydrostatic effect.

+ Work supported in part by U. S. Signal Corporation under contract W 2&003 sc 1583.
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A NEW PROCEDURE FOR CALCULATING RADIAL DISTRIBUTION

CURVES FROM ELECTRON DIFFRACTION DATA

J. Kanr.n eNo f. L. Kenln,

N aa ol Res e ar c lt La.b or ator y.

Radial distribution calculations have been rather inaccurate owing to the fact that

experimental difficulties limit the amount of intensity data available for the integral or-

dinarily computed. The purpose of this paper is to indicate that the amount of intensity

data usually obtained in scattering experiments is sufficient to accurately determine the

structure of the scatterer by means of an inversion procedure and also to show how the

calcuiation must be modified in order to accomplish this
The integral required to determine the distribution of scattering matter r/(r), is

t  I  r *
i(r): l/ 

. 
J, tr1t, sin srds (1)

where S is a function of the wavelength of the incident radiation and the angle of scattering

and I is the experimentally determined intensity as a function of S. In practice the upper

limit of integral (1) is S max determined by the maximum angie at which the intensity

may be evaluated. The upper limit is ordinarily too small to give accurate results from (1).

In order to overcome this diftculty for electron difiraction calculations, Degard,l Scho-

maker2 and Finbak3 have independentiy introduced a factor e-usz into the integrand of (1)

gilvlng' 

z7 r S"'"*
J"@:f-J,  s1(s)s-s:sin.SrdS. Q)

The value of o can be chosen so that the integrand of (2) converges rapidly. The merit of

this calculation is that the equilibrium distances between aLoms are accurately determined

and spurious peaks are eliminated. This is anaiogous to the use of an "artificial" temper-

ature damping in the Fourier synthesis of crystal structure. The function l(r) may be

obtained from/"(r) by making use of the foliowing relation,a

I  f *
t"t l : 

12, J _ JG)n(r- p)d.p (3)

where the lz function is the Fourier transform of e-os'.
In order to study the internal motion of molecules it is necessary to evaluate/(r) rather

thanf"(r). In our method/,(r) is first calculated from (2) and then (/(r) is obtained from it

using (3). In molecular scattering/"(r) often results in a series of qell defined bell-shaped

peaks. The introduction of an analyticpl/(p) in the form oI e-h\ro-p) leads to an evaluation

of integral (3), giving J"@):e-noo-'t-ta"n+t/(lah!7)l/z which allows an immediate deter-

mination of JQ) from J"Q).
The tests performed so far with this method indicate that with good intensity data, not

only equilibrium distances but also the character of internal oscillations may be studied.

Prolessor Verner Schomaker has very kindly made available to us a set of punched cards

developed at the California fnstitute of Technology for performing the required numerical

integrations.5

r Degard C., Btill,. Soc. Roy Sci.. Li6ge,ll5, (1938).
2 Schomaker, V., presented to the American Chemical Society, Baltimore, April 1939'
3 Finbak, Chr., Tids. Kjemi, Berguesen, Metollurgi,z, 53 (1942) .
a Titchmarsh, E. C., Introduction to the Theory of the Fourier Integral, Oxford, the

Clarendon Press, page 51 (1937).
5 Shaffer, P. A. Jr., Schomaker, V., and Pauling, L.,f our. Chem. Phys.,14r659 (1946).
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THE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF DECABORANE

J S. Klsrun, C. M. Lucnr, awo D. H.lnxen,
Generol Electric C ompany.

The crystal structure of decaborane, 81sH1a, has been determined from single-crystal
oscillation photographs, using CoKa r-radiation

Crystals prepared by sublimation al room temperature) or above, show a high degree of
polysynthetic trvinning, giving rise to diffuseness of reflections for which /z and & are odd.
rn the untwinned condition, the crystal is monoclinic,l but pseudo-orthorhombic, and it is
convenient to choose the two-fold axis in the c direction. The space group is then cznt-c1l
2/a.Wi.th ao:74.37 A, bo:29.93 A, c6:5.69 A, B:q0.0., the celi contains eight molecules
of BroHrr, and the calculated density is 0.96.

The individual crystals, which make up the actual, highly twinned, crystalline edifice,
are so short in the b-direction (a few unit translations, at most) that it is convenient to
consider the s1'51grn as a partially ordered crystal, the disordered state of which is de-
scribed by a unit cell one-fourth the size of the one mentioned above. The dimensions of this
smal lcel lare:d0:7.18 l r ,bo:19.49 A,co:5.69A; and i t  contains 2BroFIuor ( l /28)ro
(1/2H)rB. The "disordered" structure based on this cell explains oll the sharp spots ob-
served-its space-group is Dzntz - P**,

The boron parameters have been established by means of Fourier methods, including a
three-dimensional synthesis of the compiete unit cell. They have not varied more than
+.001 in the last two refinements. Hydrogen atoms contribute significantly to many re-
flections, and it appears that all of them are resolved in Fourier sections. rrowever, a total
of 18 peaks, each possible for a hydrogen, has been obtained in the electron density func-
tions for the molecule and the 14 hydrogen positions have not been assigned unequivocally
at the present time. Consequently, only the boron parameters wiil be given. They are as
follows (for the large unit cell of the ordered structure) :

88 at 000; *i0 i
nyz i- l*,  ! ,2
eriZ +-r' ,, z

z
Br
D I I

Brrr
Brr.
Bv

x y
.033 .328
.109 .276
.109 .276
.097 .202
.019 .210

r t t z
.2 r7  .078 .500
.141 .026 .642
.141 .026 .358
.153 - .048 .500
.231 - .040 .728

0
.142

- . 1 4 2

0
.228

Ilr'
Btr '
Brrr '
Brv'
Bv'

The molecules are required by the space group to have only a two-fold axis, but appear
to have two mirrcr-planes as well; thus, they exhibit the svmmetry Cz,-mm2. From the
coordinates listed above, the molecule of RroHrr has a novel, open-clam-shell type of struc-
ture which has not been postulated heretofore. Each boron alom is bound to five or six other
atoms, but the bonds are not all equivalent. Tentatively, it appears that ten of the hydro-
gen atoms are each bound to a single bcron atoml the Iour remaining ones may have a
higher coordination number.

I M,tjller (zeit. Krist.,76, 500-516, 1931) concluded incorrectly that the crystal class
was orthorhombic. The correct space group, C1 I 2 / a, is a sub-group of the one C^^o, given
by Miiller.
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AN X-RAY CRYSTALLOGRAPIIIC STUDY OF THE I{YDRAZIDES OF

SOME n-ALIPHATIC ACIDS

E. C. Lrucerer-rER AND L. H. JeNsrN,
U nit:ersi Ly oJ W ashington.

The hydrazides (RCONHNHT) of hexanoic, heptanoic, and octadoic acids have been

investigated by oscillation and equi-inclination Weissenberg photographs. The substances
have the same structure, as predicted by Kyame, Fisher, and Bickfordr ftom their melting
point study. They are monoclinic (Aa or A2/a) with 8 molecules in the unit cell.The varia-
tion of door with chain length indicates that the axis of the chains must be nearly normal to
(001), while a consideraticn of the intensities of (001) reflections indicates that thechains

are probably not exactly normal to (001). The average cross section of the chains appears
to be slightly less than that of the z-paraffin hydrocarbons. The relation of the structure to

those of other paraffin-chain compounds is discussed.

1 Kayme, Fisher, and Bickf ord, J ota. Am. Oil, C hcmi.sts S o c., 24, 332 (1947 ).

AN APPARATUS FOR OBTAINING A POWDER DIFFRACTION PATTERN

FROM A SINGLE CRYSTAL

F. W. Merrnnws AND A. O. Mclmosn,
C anadion I nilustries, Ltil.

A device which gives two complete simultaneous rotations to a single crystal is used to
obtain diffraction patterns which simulate powder diffraction patterns. The relative inten-
sity of the lines obtained is in reasonable agreement with those of the true powder pattern.
The method ma)r therefore be used for the identification of single crystals from published
powder data. The method is useful in checking the identity of a crystal before proceeding

u,-ith single crystal measurement. In metallurgical studies on coarse grained material pow-

der measurements may be made in either the forward or back reflection region.

FERROELECTRIC ACTWITIES OF BARIUM TITANATE

B. T. Ml:rrnrns,
M assachusells I nstitute oJ Technology.*

Dielectric and optical investigations of single crystals confirm the ferroelectric behavior

of barium titanate. Several modifications have been obtained, of which only the pseudo-

cubic shows ferroelectric anomalies, although all have unusually high dielectric constants
The pseudocubic crystals exhibit a domain structure. In each domain the polarization

vector lies along one of the cube edges, and thus in first approxirnation each domain has
tetragonal symmetry, the optic axis being the direction of polarization. The optical obser-
vations are complicated by the fact that compatibility of strain due to difierently directed
polarization, distorts each domain from ideal tetragonality.

Dielectric measurements confirm the optical observations, and in particular show that
sufficiently large electric fields can orient the polar axis of all the domains into the field

direction. The polarizability for small field strength is about three times higher perpendicu-

lar to the polar axis than parallel to it. The ideal single domain crystal is tetragonal below
the Curie Point without the necessity of applying a field. Under special growing conditions,
however, crystals can be obtained which correspond rather completely to a perfect uniaxial
crystal.

As the anisotropy of the crystal can be changed, with respect to fixed axes in the sample,
so greatly by an applied electric field, the peculiar piezoelectric resonance behavior of
barium titanate ceramics can be understood.

* Now at Bell Telephone Laboratories
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COLLECTION AND PUBLICATION OF CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC DATA

W. C. McCnoNr,
A r m our R esear c h F' ot tndotion.

MORPHOLOGICAL AND OPTICAI, CHARACTERIZATION
OF ORGANIC CRYSTALS

W. C. McCnoNr,
Armota Research Foundation.

HIGH INTENSITY GEIGER-COUNTER SPECTROMETER WITH
EXTENDED ANGULAR RANGE

Wrr,r,rnlr PlRnrsn axn E. A. If.luAcnrn,
P ltilips Laborotories, I nc.

Description of the redesigned Norelco Difiraction Unit arranged for simultaneous use
with various types of cameras and a new Geiger counter spectrometer-ty'pe goniometer
designed to scan in the vertical plane. The r-ray tube is water-cooled and has four mica
windows. It is run at about 7 times greater power input (for copper target) than the air-
cooled spectrometer r.-ray tube. This higher intensity allows a faster scanning speed, or
greater precision for the same scanning speed due to faster averaging of the counting statis-
tics. Full-wave rectification gives a greater linear range in the intensity measurements with
the Geiger tube and allows the use of a Sorensen electronic voltage regulator on the input
Iine.

The use of the verticaliy-mounted *-ray tube and goniometer makes it possible to
obtain a continuous record of the back- and forward-refleclion regions. As in the improved
Norelco spectrometer (see abstract by Hamacher and Parrish) the Iength of the focal spot
is parallel to the specimen axis of rotation. Vertical Soller slits limit the divergence of the
beam in the horizontal plane and the slit system is designed with adjustable divergence,
scatter and receiving slits.

The angular aperture of 38'for the range 10"-70" 20 covers a 20 mm. wide sample at
10' 20. Since focussing is inherently better in the back reflection region, the angular aperture
can then be increased to 4" at 7O" 20 to again cover the same width sample. In this wa1,
intensities are increased and more precise measurements are possible. To achieve this larger
angular aperture, the focal spot must be viewed at 3o in order to avoid using radiation be-
tween 0o (grazing incidence) and 1' to the target face because the intensity falls ofi rapidly
in this region. The focal spot,9\1.5 mm., is 9\0.07 mm. in projection at 3" so that the
resolution is comparable with that achieved in the improved Norelco spectrometer. With
the present design of r-ray tube, scanning angles up to 15O" 20 are reached and new tube
designs indicate ttris may be considerably increased. Greater dispersion results from the
larger radius (15 cm.) and the higher intensity source makes it possible to use an even larger
radius if desired. The circuits are rack-mounted and the goniometer is designed to be at-
tached to existing generator units.
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DESIGN AND OPERATION OF GRID-CONTROLLED
FINE-FOCUS X-RAY TIIBE*

R. PeprNsrv,

Alabatna P olytechnic Institute.

A demountable fine-focus grid-controlled *-ray tube has been developed for strobo-

scopic difiraction studies of periodic lattice distortions. The control grid provides a simple

means for turning on and ofi the tube current and hence controlling the r-ray emission,

while the fine focal spot affords a great enhancement in the net intensity of a parallel-col-

Iimated beam of small cross-section,
The electron gun, comprised of a linearly-extended spiral filament, reflecting electrode,

control grid, and focussing shield, is near ground potential to facilitate application of con-

trol voltages, and the target is at high positive potential. The grid cut-ofi voltage is about

35 volts, and its capacity with respect to the other electrodes is low to facilitate application

of very short (0.1 microsecond) pulses. With the reflector about 100 volts negative and the

focussing shield 200 to 300 volts negative with respect to the filament, a current of some

200 microamps at an accelerating voitage of 35 KV can be concentrated into a sharply-de-

fined focal spot approximately 0.15 mm. high by 0.8 mm. long. Viewed at 3" f rom the target

surface, the projected length reduces to about 0.04 mm. The specific target loading is about

75 watts/mm.2
The fine focal spot permits Lhe use of a single pinhole as a parallel-collimating device.

An 0.005" pinhole 12.5 cm. distant from the focus produces at the 3o grazing angle a beam

of about 15' divergence in the plane containing the long direction of the focal spot and the

tube axis. This beam has the same intensity under DC excitation as that from a standard

commercial diffraction tube, viewed at the same grazing angle, when the latter tube is

operated at the same DC high voltage as the fine-focus tube but at 100 times the tube cur-

rent.
The fine-focus tube thus provides a reduction by a factor of 100 in the input power

required for a given average outpqt intensity in a parallel-collimated beam of small cross-

section, For periodically pulsed operation this results in extremely important reduction of

the leak emission required from the cathodewhen the duty cycle (ratio of pulse length to

repetition rate) is low and a beam of good awrage intensity is required.

Calculations are presented of permissible target loading under periodically pulsed ex-

citation. These are based upon Bouwers'r calculations of loadings under short single pulse

excitation, and upon the calculations and observations of de Graaf and Oosterkamp.2 For

low duty cycles at high repetition rates (50 to 100 KC) it is found that the aaerageloading
under pulsed operation can be as high as under DC excitation.

* Investigation conducted under contract with Signal Corps Engineering Laboratories-
r Bouwers, A., Zei,t. lechn. Phys.,8r 27l (1927).
2 de Graaf , J. E., and Oosterkamp, W ., Jottr. Sci. Inst., f 5' 293 (1938).

THE ELECTRONIC I'OURIER SYNTHESIZER*

R. Pnerwsrv,
A I ab am a P oly tee hni c I nstitute.

Three new developments are reported in the electronic Fourier synthesizer under con-

struction at Auburn:r

* The Fourier synthesizer is being developed under contract with the Office of Naval

Research, Contract #N7onr-377.
I Pepinsky, R., Jour. Appl,. Phys., f 8, 601 (1947).

77r
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1. Accurate contour maps of electron densities cr Patterson functions can be de-
lineated directly on the presentation cathode-ray tube. This is accomplished by trig-
gering coincidence circuits, set at predetermined voltage levels, directly from the
synthesized voltage signal formerly applied for intensity modulation to the cR tube
grid. The circuits produce l-micro-second pips each time the synthesized signal crosses
one of the preset levels, and these are applied to the cR tube grid in place of the entire
synthesized signal.

As many of these contours as is desired can be delineated simultaneously on a map.
These can be differentiated one from another by brightening or dotting various lines.
The zero level of electron density can be set in through adjustment of the DC level
of the synthesized signal.

The contouring technique was demonstrated on the model synthesizer previousll'
shown at the CSA meeting at Annapolis, March 20, 1947.2

2. The restriction to centro-symmetric syntheses has been removed through the
incorporation of sine as well as cosine terms. This was possible with addition of the re-
quired volume controls, switches and adding resistors, and by duplication of output
portions of the 20 sine-wave oscillators only.

The possibility of non-centro-symmetric syntheses, combined with the obvious
availability of one-dimensional syntheses, now afford rapid computation of general
three-dimensional electron density and Patterson functions.

3. In combination with the synthesizer, a photoelectric procedure has been devised
for computation of Fourier coefficients for two-dimensional functions, as defined by the
relations:

r I  f  I  r  1  f  I
gntp":  

|  |  1 l  cos 2n(11rsr*  Hzsz)dsisz* i l  I  t t  s in 2r(Hst t4zsz)dstdsz.
J o  J o  J  o  J o

This depends upon preparation of photographic transparencies corresponCing to O,
and the multiplication and integration of these over a unit of o with a ,,fringe" cor-
responding to cos 2r(h1s1{hrsz) or the corresponding sine. The fringes are available
from the synthesizer, and the transparencies can be prepared by a radiographic tech-
nique.
The fayout of the cosine and sine terms, on 42 panels (19'X36') of 40 terms each,

and the general arrangement of the entire computer laboratory, are shown.

2 Pepinsky, R., Am. Minerd., 32, 693 (1947).

OBSERVATIONS ON GEIGER COUNTER CHARACTERISTICS BY
MEANS OF A GRID-CONTROLLED X-RAY TUBE+

R. PrprNsry AND H. M. Loxc, Jr.,
A lab am a P oly tec hni,c I n s ti.lute.

Control over the time of arrival of r-ray photons into a Geiger counter, as afforded by
the grid-controlled r-ray tube reported in the preceding abstract, permits observations of
importance in the theory and application of counter action.

1. Direct observation of dead and recovery times of counters, with simultaneous
measurement of pulse heights and shapes in the recovery period. For example, under
usual operating conditions the dead time in Norelco No. 62002 or 62003 counters is 100
microseconds; no photon arriving in a time less than this subsequent to a given counter
discharge can be recorded as a pulse. Photons appearing later than 100 microseconds

* Development under contract with Signal Corps Engineering Laboratories, Bradley
Beach, New Jersey
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after a count produce discharges which increase in height from zero at 100 microseconds

to half maximum at 110 microseconds; and "full recovery," i.e., maximum pulse height,

occurs at about 150 microseconds. A pulse height within the recovery period is related

in a very definite way to the timing of the second photon.

2. Measurement of the time required for a photon-initiated discharge to reach the

central wire, as a function of the distance of initial ionization from the wire. For the

new Mica-window Norelco counters, e.g., and a beam parallel to the central vvire and

about 2 mm. distance from it, the counter pulse lags from 0.5 to 1.5 microseconds behind

the arrival of the photon. This is presumably the time for collection of secondary

electrons.
When the *-ray tube is periodically pulsed, the counter amplifying circuit can be gated

off except during the times when discharges initiated only by r-ray pulses can appear.

The background counts due to cosmic rays and radioactivity can then be very greatly

reduced. In the present investigation a reduction by a factor of more than a hundred has

been achieved.
Under self-quenching operation of the Norelco counters, scaling circuits wilh resolution

times of less than 100 microseconds are unnecessary. For higher counting ratesr resort is

being had to counters of new desigtr and to external quenching. Entirely relia,ble scalers

with rates well in excess of a megacycle per second have been constructed, and it is recog-

nized that properly-designed scaling circuits in themselves will not be the limiting factor in

attainment of high resolution.
With the use of the entire fine focal spot as a source, as also described in the preceding

abstract, it is possible to meter the photons issuing from one port of the #-ray tube by

means of an auxiliary counter receiving a beam from an opposite port. The average devia-

tion of the metered beam from a desired total number of photons can be reduced to any

desired value b)'sampling a high enough number of counts in the monitoring beam. Direct

measurements are presented of the statistics of this monitoring.

Circuitry for these observations is briefly described.

PREFERRED ORIENTATION AND SAMPLE PREPARATION FOR TIIE

GEIGER-COI]NTER SPECTROMETER

Alwprrr Pn6vor AND GuENTER Scnwnnz,
The Johns Hopkins Unioersity.

We have been interested in the detection of small quantities of a light substance either

pure or present in a mixture in low concentration,
The classical rnethods of sample preparation did not prove satisfactory for such a study.

A holder, provided with a cavity to hold the sample, requires appreciable quantities of the

substance. The use of a glass slide on which the sample mixed with a binder is spread causes

a decrease in the absolute intensity of the difiracted beam due to the presence cf the

binder and an increase in the background due to scattering from the glass slide. The result-

ant increase in the statistical fluctuations makes it more difficult to distinguish weak lines

from the background. In all standard methods, preferred orientation has to be prevented

in order to obtain correct intensities of the difiracted lines.
Instead of avoiding preferred orientation we have been trying to produce it in order to

favor one of the intense lines of the substance present in low concentration. The method we

have used to create this preferred orientation has been to dissolve the substance under

investigation and have the material recrystallize on the surface of the sample holder by

evaporation of the solvent. The contribution to the background intensity due to the holder

has been almost completely eliminated by supporting the sample on a very thin collodion

film spread over a wire frame.
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The melhod had been applied to dipentaerythritol (DiPE) eiLher pure or mixed with
pentaerythritol.

The study of mixtures led to the following resuits:

most intense line of PE
Ratio of

most intense line of DiPE

Cavity HolderTootDiPn Crystallization

5o7o
<07r / o

2 . 0
7 1

0 . 3
4

This technique has nol given results sufficiently reproducible as to permit quantitative
analysis of small amounts of DiPE, but must rather be considered as a method for the de-
tection of impurities. Concentrations of DiPE as small as l/s can easily be detected. This
corresponds to less than 0.1 rng of DiPE,.

Some of the samples prepared fuom a 0.2/s solution (absolute quantity of 20, DiPE)
still show a DiPE line; whereas a relative amount of about 2ToD|PE can be considered as
the limit of sensitivit-v when a powder specimen is packed in a cavity holder.

A GRAPHICAL METHOD FOR TRANSFORMING RIIOMBOHEDRAL
MILLER INDICES AND HEXAGONAL BRAVAIS-MILLER INDICES

Lawrs S.  RauslelL,
Unitersil,y oJ Michigan.

In some cases pubiished data for rhombohedral crystals list only the rhombohedral
Miller indices. In presenting new data there is sometimes an advantage in using both the
Miller and the Bravais-Miller indices. Easy transformation from either set to the other is
possible with the reciprocal lattice. Since the direct representation of a rhombohedral re-
ciprocal lattice is dificult, it is common practice to treat the rhombohedral cell as a doubly
centered hexagonal cell, with latti;e poirits at 0O0; 1/3, 2/3, 2/3; and,2/3, l/3, l/3. The
characteristic extinctions of this centered cell eliminate two-thirds of the corresponding
reciprocal lattice points. Such a lattice, with only the points corresponding to the permis-
sible rhombohedral reflections present, can be used both as a rhombohedral and a hexag-
onal reciprocal lattice. By the suitable choice of lattice directions, the indices hkl or hhll
can be determined directly for any point.

A COMPLETE STRUCTURE DETERMINATION

Bensepe Rocnns-Low,
H antar d M ed.ical S cho ol.

THE USE OF MICROWAVE DIFFRACTION IN STRUCTURE ANALYSIS

Wer.rrn L. Rorr,
General, Eleelric C om pony.

Prcliminary tests of the possibility of utilizing microwave diffraction from molecular
models as an adjunct to crystal structure analysis have led to the following conclusions.

Commercial oscillators of 3750 Mc. and 211000 Mc. frequency (8 and 1 2 cm. wave
length) generate sufficient power for studying difiraction phenomena. The use of super-
heterodyne reception provides sensitivity sufficient to detect the radiation scattered from
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a small object, such as might be used to represent a single atom. Background radiation can

be reduced with quarter-wavelbngth absorbers to an extent adequate for experimental

work within the confines of an ordinarv laboratory room. Difiraction patterns easily are

observed by rotating a parabolic receiver about the diffracting cell, and measuring the

intensity received as a function of angle. The intensity distribution in a cross section taken

through a beam generated from a paraboloid or lens is not sufficiently constant to permit

the vector addition of amplitudes from points within the unit cell by conventional methods,

which require a wave front constant in both phase and intensity across the cell.

A new type of radar antenna has been designed, the basic feature being the incorpora-

tion of both phase and intensity control of the source. To be of practical use for the solution

of molecular structure problems, the beam should be constant in amplitude to several per

cent over an area of at least one square foot (corresponding to a unit cell). Calculations

indicate that a beam with the required characteristics can be produced, but precision

apparatus probably requiring several years development is necessary. Since the projected

applications to molecular structure problems do not appear to warrant such extensive de-

velopment, the project has been discontinued.
The experimental work was carried out largely by Miss Gabrielle Hamburger, with the

assistance of Mr. Richard Koch who developed and assembled the necessary electronic

circuits.

THE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF A METANILAMIDO-PYRIMIDINE

Josern SrNcnn* mqn f. Femucurx,
P olytechnic I nstitute oJ Brooklyn.

The structure of 2-metanilamido-5-Br-pyrimidine has been worked out by two-dimen-

sional Patterson and Fourier methods. The isomorphism of this compound with its iodine

analogue w4s of assistance. The chlorine analogue has a difierent crystal structure. The

lattice constants, as indexed lor P2t/n, are:

Bromine:

Iodine:

v. .).t

9 .70

b
5 . 6 4
5 .  O /

c

2 r . 9
2 2 . 0

p
92.50
92.5"

About 7 5/s of the 0ft1 structure factor signs r,vere determined by successive triais in the usual

way. The ring details remained unclear, howevet, until a subtraction-Fourier device was

hit upon. A Fourier series using coefficients given by (Folrobu-Fo*lB"), where the tempera-

ture corrected Br contribution is subtracted from the observed Fel;, gave sufficient detail

to allow most of the remaining signs to be determined. Two trials resulted in a fairly clear

Fourier projection and the intensity checks are good. The subtraction apparently works

because the high order terms are emphasized. Absolute intensities are required. A second

projection, /201, is being worked on. At this point, several bond angles and bond lengths are

already determined and lie within expected figures.

* At present with Franklin Institute, Philadelphia, Pa.

ANALYSIS OF TWINNED INTERGROWTIIS OF CRYSTALS

C. B. SrawsoN,
U ni rer sily oJ LIic hi gan.

All the crystal planes of two or more twinned individdals may be referred to the crystal-

lographic dxes of one of them. Every plane will have rationai indices on the common axes.

Equations are developed for transforming the indices. The forms resulting {rom some com-

mon twinning laws are presented in tabular form.
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The juncture surfaces between twins may be (1) the twinning plane, which is crystal-
lographically continuous, with no free energy at the interface, or (2) an interface of planes
with unlike indices and free energy at the interface. The second type of juncture occurs
in contact trvins at the points of discontinuity if the twinning plane is step-like, and in all
penetration twins. These suture junctions are surfaces of weakness and also commonly the
locus of flaws and inclusions.

The potential twinning plane may be (1) a single layer of atoms which may be con-
sidered as common to both individuals, or (2) a double layer of atoms both of which may
be common to each individual. An example of the single layer type would be a simple cubic
structure twinned across the octahedron with the bonds inclined to the twinning plane
while the tetrahedral-bonded diamond or sphalerite would be of the double layer type
with the bonds between the layers normal to the twinning plane. One'lvould therefore not
expect to see twinning in the first type and would expect it to be common in the second
type, as is the case with diamond, sphalerite, and fluorite. This results from the energy dis-
tribution on the twinning plane of the double layer type.

ELECTRON DIFFRACTION STUDIES OF MANGANESE PRECIPITATION
IN MAGNESIUM AI,LOYS

Lonnnzo Srunxnv,
Dow Chemical Com.pany.

Manganese occurs either as an impurity or as a deliberately added constituent in prac-
tically all commercial magnesium alloys. Concentrations range from a few hundredths of a
per cent in cell magnesium to something over one per cent in alloys containing no alu-
minum. It has been shown that many of the properties-especially grain size and corrosion
characteristics-are directly connected with the composition and amount of manganese
precipitation. Electron difiraction studies have been made using selective etching tech-
niquesl to study this precipitation, with the following results:

(a) Magnesi.um pl.us 1-2/s Mn (eithzr wi.th or without Ca) contains a-Mn precipitation.
(b) MS 1 2n,04.4 Fe, G{.3 Al, 0-0.4 Mn (rolled sheet): Mn is precipitated in one of

the various Mn-Al compounds, depending upon the Mn to AI ratio in the alloy. B-Mn oc-
curs at the composition containing 0.3/a Al and0.nToMnwitha2/sincrease in the lattice
constant of B-Mn,

(c) Cell magnesium, which contains other metallic elements as impurities only, shows
Mn preoipitation either as a Mn-Al phase or a Mn-Al-Cu phase when Al and Cu are pres-

ent, even in quantities less than0.01/s.
(d') Commercial Mg-Al-Zn dloys contai,ning Jronr 0.1-0.3/6 Mn: Mn is present in the

cast metal as MnAl6 crystals unless the melt has been superheated. Single crystal patterns
of a "cross-grating" nature from these MnAl6 crystals are frequently obtained and may be
used for structural and crystal habit information.

Superheated melts showing grain refinement when cast contain a difierent Mn precipi-

tation of such a nature as to increase nucleation of magnesium crystals. Rolling or heat-
treatment after casting usually results in additional MnAI6 precipitation.

I Heidenreich, Sturkey, and Woods, Jour. Appl. Plrysics,17, 127 0946) .

FORMATION OF KCI CRYSTALS FROM AN AQI]EOUS SOLUTION

AT VARYING RATES OF EVAPORATION

Ifu,r,uur Tnmr.scn,
Lehigh Unioersity.

Crystallization of a substance can be described in terms of nucleation and crystal
growth. However, depending upon the rates of the two phenomena, principally the latter,
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distinctly difierent crystal patterns (crystal habit) may be produced. These have been

studied in aqueous solutions in which the rates of nucleation and crystal growth were

varied by changing the rates of evaporation of the water phase. This was accomplished

wich the aid of an efficient vacuum syslem.
Thus tests made on KCI aqueous solutions showedr that slow rates of cr1'stallization will

produce relatively few crystals having well developed cubic faces. This, of course, is in

agreement with the theories of Stranski, Kossel and Volmer2 who predict such formation

under (or near) equilibrium conditions. The ions will deposit in tangenlial fashion building

up orderly plane upon plane.
Above a definite rate of evaporation the KCI ions deposit in a linear dendritic pattern.

l'l-ris is due to temperature gradients from the released heat of fusion (or crystallization)

which prevents crystal growth on the faces of the crystallites. Still faster rates of evapora-

tion will produce a region in which crystallization occurs in an irregular dendritic pattern.

Here ionic movement or migration may be restricted by extreme concentration currents.

However, the resulting structure is still cubic in nature.
With maximum rates of evaporation the ions are not able to fall into a regular lattice

arrangement. Instead, they "freeze" virtually in the positions which they held last in the

Iiquid solution. This is the familiar amorphous state.
Only the first arrangement is thermodynamically stable. In the other three ion migra-

tion or reorientation will occur when the specimen is heated or is allowed to remain in a

moist atmosphere for several days. These conditions will supply sufficient energy to the

KCI ions allowing their rearrangement into the stable cubic lattice pattern.

Impurities present in the aqueous solution which are either insoluble, or due to their
quantity or lower solubility will form nuclei ahead of the principal (KCl) substance, will

act as seed crystals. The presence of these will increase the rate of crystallization tending

to support growth in dendritic patterns instead of the equilibrium cubic planar structure.

Moreover, the "foreign" atoms or ions will interfere with the migration phenomena, making

it less likely for these dendrites to rearrange. This, however, depends on the amount and

kind of impurities present and the "reorientation" energy supplied.

I Thielsch, H., Jour. Chem. Phys., 13, 249 (1945).
2 Volmer, M., "Kinetic der Phasenbildung," Verlag von Theodor Steinkopfi, Dresden

und Leipzig (1939).

PUNCIIED CARD METHODS OF FOURIER ANALYSIS

L. H. Tnouls,
W atson Scienlif,c C om puting Laboratory.

'fbe 
sumrnation of numerical Fourier series may be done by standard punched card

methods, at a speed depending on the rate of the slowest operation, multiplication. There

are three methods of carrying out the multiplications required.
I. Using tables on cards of multiples of sines and cosines requires the minimum of

equipment. A key-punch, sorter, and tabulator suffice; though a considerably smaller file

of cards is required if a reproducer and summary punch is available. The equivalent of

about 3000 multiplications per hour to six digit accuracy can be attained.
II. Multiplying by progressive digiting requires only tables on cards of sines and co-

sinesl and key-punch, sorter, tabulator, and reproducer and summary punch. About the
same speed of 3000 six digit multiplications an hour is possible {or surns of 30 or more
products.

III. Multiplying by machine is more flexible but requires a multiplying punch. With

the new "603" multiplier, 6000 six digit multiplications can be done per hour. For all these

methods a collator is useful but not essential.

777
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There are available at the Watson Laboratory tables on cards for doing crystal struc-
ture Fourier analysis by method L These consist of tables of A cos (mn(2a /3)) and
A sin (mn2r/3) ,  n:0,  1,2,  3 on the same card;  for  m:0,  1,  2,  3 and,4:  -499000 to
500000 by 1000 and from I to 999 by 1, values given to seven figuresl 12000 cards: and cor-
responding cards for A cos (mn2nf5) and ,4 sin (mn2r/5);20000 cards. A complete
three dimensional 60X60X30 Patterson to five digit over-all accuracy can be done with
these cards by the method of sub-series in five to seven weeks.

Tables on cards are being computed and will soon be available of cos a and sin z to six
decimals andof s inzfz to f ive decimalswi t l r '  z :2rrs/400,  s:1,2, .  . .  .600;  r :1,2.  .  .

200, for doing Fourier analysis by method II or method III.

OBSERVATIONS ON PIEZOELECTRIC CRYSTALS

Kanr. S. V.er Dvre,
W esleyan U ni,lersi,ty.

Considerable thought has been given to tabulating the piezoelectric, dielectric and
elastic properties of crystals for piezoelectric application. A scheme for systematic por-

trayal of the constants of the several properties by crystal classes, and fop presenting the
nur4erical values of the constants for ready use in piezoelectric equations of the bilinear
type, has been developed. Calculations of the tables, or matrices, of constants has been
carried out as part of a research program supported by a Signal Corps contract and has
been completed for several commonly used crystals. The constants are given for all four
of the forms of the basic equations (solved for any two of the four variables: stress, strain,
field and electric displacement), taking the basic data from the literature. The data com-
pleted so far are incorporated in Part II of a report of January 20,19t[8 to the Signal Corps
as a volume entitled A Manunl, oJ Piezoelectric Dataunder the authof's name. Dataon
additional crystals will be given in a second volume in July 1948.

Two other parts of this Signal Corps supported research may be of special interest to
crystallographers. These are both treated in a Master's Degree thesis by Clyde P. Glover,
appear in earlier reports to the Signal Corps and have been presented to the American
Physical Society. One of these is the peculiar characteristic etching of a Z-ctrt plate of
quartz by hydrofluoric acid when a field of five to ten thousand volts per millimeter is
applied across the etchinq surface, following a technique used by Choong in China. Growth
rings appear on the surface of the quartz, usually as nearly concentric triangles showing a
preference for growth on major rhombs. The etching alternates within and between the
triangular annuli arnong two characteristic types. These same two types of quartz are dis-
tinguishable in the selective blackening of quartz under *-ray illumination. The boundaries
betrveen regions under the two types of development coincide. Again, moasurement of the
optical density of +irradiated quartz and of the coincident elastic defect, both as functiorrs
of the radiation time, shows the two phenomena to be difierent functions of the radiation,
and the elastic defect to saturate at about half the irradiation which saturates the blacken-
ing.

PEOTOELASTIC PROPERTIES OF CRYSTALS

C. D. Wost eNo A. S. MAKAS.

P olar oi'd. C or P or ation.

Elastic behavior of a solid can be visualized by specifying the dimensions of the triaxial
strain ellipsoids which result from the deformations of an initial unit spherical element by
applications of unit stresses; these dimensions are given through the elastic compliances
s;e. Similarly, photoelastic behavior of a transparent solid is visualized by specifying the
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Tl,gLEl.Er-asrrcm.roPrroronrg.strcCoNsrlNtsulonn'SrreetSrnoss

Diamond
Meo
CaFz
LiF
Silica Glass
K alum
Bakelite, 21o C.
Bakelite, 110" C.
l37o Aq. Gelatine Gel
Range

Nitrobenzene in laminar
flow, 20o C., n:0'02
poise

3 .58
9.82

1 6 . 8
2 7  . O
3 2 . 4

l J  /

645
358,000

72,500,000
(10')

0 . 7 8
1 . 2 4
1 . 4 2
1 . &
l . 9 r
5.0 (av.)

20.8
558

4,ffio
(109

0.225
0.t26
0.086
0.053
0.059
0.037 (av.)
0.0323
0.00156
0.000615

(10)

A more extensive survey of photoelastic behavior of solids would soon remove any illu-

sion of regularity and reveal it be a highly capricious phenomenon-the; constant cor-

responding to a known s constant can be large or small in magnitude, positive or negative

Iollows:
Tiril.n 2. Pnoronestrc AursrnopY or Cusrc Cnvsrels

2,3N

Crystal tr (mmu) n T!t- Tt2 T44

AgCl
Tl(Cl, Br), or KRS-6
TI(Br, I), or KRS-5

560 2 .08 -5 .62 +8.89
560 2.36 (o) -r3 .r
610 2 .62  ( -4 )  -27 .2

A known photoelastic anistropy can be utilized in locating crystallographic directions

in a crystal biock, in interpretini pressure figures observed polariscopically, and the like'

An annealed plate of polyc.ystailine AgCl in tension reveals some grains with positive,
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others with negative birefringence-this is understandable only in view oI Lhe opposite
signs of its two constants as tabulated. 'I'he 

same plate in transverse torsion cr bending alscr
reveals birefringence lvhich now is confined to the vicinity of such grain boundaries as are
not perpendicular to the plane of the plate-this likewise new phenomenon can also only
be understood in terms of photoelastic anistropy. Such photoelastic effects observed in poly-
crystalline plates of the cubic system one should be able to duplicate without difficulty in
cemented models formed from unlike plastics (isotropic bodies) and study more conven-
iently in this way. A knowledge of photoelastic constants wouid seern to be necessary for
interpreting the complex permanent birefringences observed in cubic crystals to result from
plastic deformations.

CRYSTALLIZATION OF POTASSIUM NITRATE

V. C. Wrrruus, L. O. SrrNn, AND R. M. Gennrls,
N ort hwe s tern U nizter sity.

Potassium nitrate was crystallized from aqueous solutions in a small vacuum crystallizer
under constant pressure and constant stirring conditions. Temperature-time curves for the
crystallization were obtained, and data on crystal size procured by photographic sampling
at regular time intervals. A plot of average crystal size against lime gave a linear reiation-
ship; extrapolation to the time of zero size was made f or comparison with the cooling curves.
The time at which crystallization began, as indicated by this extrapolation, occurs several
minutes before any heat effects, indicating that the linear growth does not occur until
equilibrium is reached, and that growth prior to equilibrium is very rapid. Equilibrium was
reached at an average size of approximately 0.1 millimeter; after this size was attained lit-
tle further free nucleation occurred. The rate of cooling of the supersaturated solution was
1.5 times the rate after equilibrium was attained; rough calculations from the data avail-
able in the literature indicaLe a heat. of cryslallization of approximately 30-35 calories per
gram. This is roughly one-half the heat absorbed during solution under nearly correspond.-
ing conditions; that is, from crystals to saturated solutions. The number of nuclei present
at equilibrium in these experiments was about one per cubic millimeter, or 100,000 per 100
cubic centimeters of solution. The experiment was originally designed to secure data on the
change of heat of crystallization with size, on the hypothesis that the very small sizes, be-
cause of increased surface energy, should show smaller heat effects. The variation was not
detected, but difficulty in securing formation of enough nuclei may have obscured the ef-
fect.

INFORMATION CONCERNING THE WATER UPTAKE OF COLLAGEN AS
EVIDENCED BY ITS LOW ANGLE X-RAY DIFFRACTION PATTERN

Bensena A. Wnrcur,
Research Dilision, United. Shoe Machinery Corp.

A series of low angle r-ray diffraction patterns of collagen were photographed under
controlled conditions of humidity, temperature, and tension. A specially designed speci-
men holder was attached to our North American Philips low angle *-ray diffraction
camera. Relative humidities from 2/s to 7oo/s, and temperatures from 20" c. to 100" c.
can be maintained in this holder and various controllable amounts of tension can be applied
to the sample. All patterns in this series were taken on the same sample of kangaroo tail
tendon stained with phosphotungstic acid. These patterns show variations both in the
fundamental collagen spacing and in the relative intensities of the observed orders as a func-
tion of relative humidity. No changes in the pattern were produced by variations in tem-
perature from 20' C. to 70" C. A marked reduction of the over-all intensitv of the difiraction
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pattern occurs above Lhis temperature range only at high hunridities. Possible ailerations

in the collagen molecular structure ivhich could account for lhese observations t'il l be dis-

cussed.

SOME CRYSTALLINE IIEMOGLOBINS

Donornv WnrNcu,

Snith College.

The classical studv of crystalline hemoglobins by Reichert and Brown provides several

iustances of cubic and hexagonal crystals, many instances of such "pseudo-symmetries."

Since r-ray studies afiord many examples in which such "pseudo-symmetriest' indicate a

tlirect approach to the atomic pattern,2 these instances may well provide pointers to the

structural principle in which the protein essence resides. A preliminar.v analysis of two such

instances follows:

I. Oxl'hemoglobin of Albino of Mus ncrvegicus (p. 230).1

Orlhorhombic.  Axia l  rat io:  a:b ic:A.7829: l :0.7332. Since o:b:c:1/ . r t2x1.05:-0.95

il/\/2K0.985, a companion cell may be taken rvith unit displacements [110]"' [002].'

[1I0]" in the cubic system f"y,z" from which the actual cell difiers in its cell ratios b)'not

more than *5 per cent. Since 2r:r:"*y",2y:2",22:tc"-!"t we may rewrite these relations

and interpret the recorded forms as follows:

(200):(110)", (020):(001), '  (002):(11O)";
unit prism (110); (22O):11111", Q20):611)";
brachydome (0rr) ; (o22) : (111 )", (022) : (11T)".

Thus the companion cell has the single cubic form ze,(l11)". Trillings in parallel on the unit
prism as composition face are recorded. These the companion cell identifies as (w,/3) trill-

ings.

II. Oxyhemoglobin o{ Ursus americanus (p. 259).1

Monoclinic. Axial ratio: aibic:1.2239:7i1.I429, A:75"5'. The forms recorded are
(T11), (1f0), (010), (001) and in twins (230). Since a:b:c:J612Xr.03:1.03:16/2X0.97,
a companion cell may be taken with unit displacements [111]"' F101"' [111]. in the cubic

system from which the actual cell differs in its cell ratios by not more than * 3 per cent and
in angle by 4"33', affording the following interpretations:

(400) : (112)., (020) :(110)", (004) : (112)":
(222): (1r2)", (222):11121., (1I1) : (100)"' (11T): (0T0)":
(nq : 02r) ", (230) : (2rD "' ( 44o) : (132) ", ( 4ao) : 131 2;..

The measured angles correspondingly pass into angles of the cubic system.
(1) 78'30':1TG{01n 110-001 : (r32).-(trz)"A(3I2)"-(112)":c65t 1ll$):78"28/:
Q) 7 9" : 1I0n001 : (3I2)"A (1 12) " 

:.o.-' (r / f 7l) : I | " 2a''
(3) 46" 47' :Irrn00l : (I12)"n (II2)" : 6o5t (2 / $ : ag" 1' .
Twins, in trillings with c as common axis and composition face (230) are recorded. These

are translated into (wz3) trillings with common axis [111]" and composition faces (21T)",

(I21)". F12)".
These two cases, and many others which can be analyzed in similar fashion, suggest the

following conclusions. The hemoglobin crystals contain a dominant cubic theme,2 to which

1 The Crystallography of Hemoglobins. Carnegie Institution of Washington (1909).
2 lVrinch, Dorothy, Am. Mineral.,32, 695 (1947).

781
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the close approach of the crystal lattices to compound cubic lattices is due. This theme is
associated with the submultiple cube, thus being closely definable in scale and in orienta-
tion. However the cubic theme is disturbed, in definite ways, by a minor non-cubic theme
(since tre crystal lattices are in fact not compound cubic lattices) though not so far as to
be unrecognizable. It must be presumed, if these conclusions prove correct, that the
dominant major theme comprises cubic skeltons of protein molecules and that the minor
theme is the distribution of substituents or side chains on the molecular skeltons.

Frc. 1

AN APPLICATION OF FOURIER TRANSFORMS TO A CRYSTAL
STRUCTIIRE ANALYSIS

Donorny WnrNcr,
Smith College.

In an ASXRED Monograph,l a discussion of Fourier transforms has been given, with
a view to their wider use in *-ray structure analysis. This note traces an application of these
ideas to a crystal for which a complete structure analysis has been givenrz namely penta-
erithrytol C(CHTOH){ which crystallizes with space group 14 and a:6.10 A, c:8.73 A.
while the procedures can be applied to the three-dimensional molecule, only the Fr,ro's will
be considered. The extension to three dimensions introduces no new principle.

We adopt a crude representation for the molecule and take 9 points for its tetragonal
projection, itz. rryt:}}, +(10), +(01), +(20), +(OZ) on a square lattice of metric &,
thus adopting, for the C-C and C-O bonds indifferently, a length o :kt/6/2.Then:

T(XY):1112 cosz rX*.2 cos 4rXI2 cosz nY*2 cos 4nY
: 4(cos 2rX I 7 /4)r*2(cos 2rY *t / 4), - 7 /2.

Thus ? has a square lattice with unit displacements XI:10,01 (cp. Fig. l). The map
has just one important "parameter" Xr:cos-r (-Uq:g.2gg. On the diagonals of

r Wrinch, Dorothy, Fourier Transforms and Structure Factors (1946).
2 Llewellyn, F. J., Cox, E. G., and Goodwin, T.H., J. Chem.Soc.,883 (1932).
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the square, it marlis the minimum T: -I /2, on the edges the col T:ll/4, on the line

Y:l/2 the col T: -5/4. The general topology of the transform is then determined' To

draw contours to any degree of fineness it is necessary and suficient to compute cos2 nX

*cos 4rX correspondingly: the points in which the contours hit the diagonals; edges and

the lines Y:l/2 are then known.

With the transform drawn to any convenient scale, the scale in reciprocal space is fixed.

If the unit cell has edge(say) 10 cm., then onour map 10cm. meansd*:L/k. With a:1.5o

A, for example, 10 cm. would mean if :l/1.225 A. With suitable values of & in mind (e.g.

1.225 A), we compare the map with the map of Fr,*o on the same scale, placing the origin on

any node of the transform. Rotating one relative to the other changes the mutual orienta-

tion of the molecule and the crystal, Our objective, of course, is to find-with some small

latitude in i-the orientation which will place large F s in regions in which I Il is large,

whether positive or negative and small F's in regions where l7l is small. This we find is

achieved in large measure by orienting the intensity map at tan-r (4/3) to the axes of the

molecules,withtheidentificationXY:20,hk:86.We therefore write h:4X-3Y,k:3X

l4Y;25*:4x1-3!b 25y:!1s,*4tr; thus obtaining for the atomic positions

carbon (*1y1 : l0) 11 : Q. l$, 0.12 : oxygen Qc $ t: 20) xy : 0.32, O.24.

These may be compared with the atomic positions derived from the Patterson map and

with those finally adopted after the complete structure analysis,2 viz.

carbon *y : Q. | 61, 0.123 ; oxygen fy : 0.3 14, 0'247 :
xy:0.162, o.123:' *y:0.317 , o.247.

It should also be recorded that, when we assign to each F ttre sign of the region of the

transform in which it finds itself, 46 of the 48 signs are those adopted in the structure

analysis.2 The two F's in question are F400:5.3 and Fzao(2.8 and Foon:149. We could

then, of course, proceed in the usual manner, no longer focussing attention on the atdmic

positions yielded by the extremely crude representation of the molecule through the trans-

form and so obtain a Fourier synthesis in atomic space practically indistinguishable from

the distribution found in the structure analysis.
In this example of the actual use of Fourier transforms, the following points may be

emphasized. (,4) The representation used for the molecule is extremely crude in that (1)

atomic scattering factors are neglected, i.e. atoms are represented by points, (2) carbons

and oxygens are not distinguished, i.e. each point has the same weight, (3) C-C and C-O

bonds are given a common length. (B) The resulting transform is then extremely simple

and can be computed within the hour. (C) Despite the crudeness of the transform the ry

parameters for the atoms are found within 3 per cent and the signs adopted for the F's are

correctly assigned in almost all cases. ft may therefore be claimed that, regarded as a pre-

Iiminary to the stage of the refinemertt of parameters, the use of a Fourier transform can be

botl efficient and swift.

CRYSTAL CHEMISTRY OF THE ELEMENTS
FROM ACTINIUM TO AMERICIUM

W. H. Zecnmresw,
Argonne Notional Laboralory anil Department ol Physics,

Univasity of Chi'cago.

During and after ttre war crystal structure studies have been carried out on a number
of compounds of actinium, thorium, uranium, neptunium, plutonium and americium.

Most of the investigated compounds correspond to the te travalent or trivalent states . The
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structures deduced fcr these compounds indicate that the binding is predominantiy ionic
in character. Table 1 shows the ionic radii of the trivalent and tetravalent ions for co-
ordination number six. The radii were deduced from observed distances in oxygen and
flucrine compounds using ionic radii of 1.40 A for Or and 1.33 A for F-. The monotonic
decrease of ionic radius wilh increasing atomic number represents experimental proof that
the added electrons enter the S/-shell.

A similar decrease in the size of the (Xoz)+Lradical is observed in passing from uranl'l
to neptunyl to plutonyl compounds.

In the subnormal valence states the variation of crystal radius with increasing atomic
number shows irregularities which are not understood at present.

Number of
.5/-Electrons

Tanro l. IoNrc R,tnrr

Thoride Series Actinide Series

0
1
L

3
n

6

Th+4 0.95 A
Pa+a (0.91)
u+4 0.89

Np+n 0.88
Pu+a 0.86
Am+a 0.85

A c + 3  1 . 1 1  A
(Th+3 1.08)
(Pa+3 1.06)

u+3 1 .04
Np*' 1 .02
Pu+3 1 .01

Am+3 1.00

CRYSTAL CHEMICAI, RELATIONS IN INORGANIC
PIEZOELECTRIC MATERIALS

S.ruun Zenross,
N aaal Research Laboralory.

Increased interest in specialized electronic gear has resulted in a renewed search for new
synthetic piezoelectric materials. The war-time production of large single crystals of
NHTHzPOT is a notable example. The Crystal Section of the Naval Research Laboratory
has undertaken a comprehensive labcratory survey of piezoelectric materials and has
completed the testing of all the likely water soluble inorganic compounds which were
obtainable in the necessary form. The purpose of this paper is not to present the detailed
experimental data of that investigation but to summarize some of the general relations ob-
served. Woosterl has listed the simple crystal chemical relationships found to exist in
piezoelectric inorganic salts. He showed for example that the majority of the piezoelectric
materials contain a radical which does not possess a center of symmetry. The more complete
data of the present invesligation are used in an attempt to extend these relationships and
to account for the various exceptions.

1 Wooster, Crystal Physics, Cambridge (1938).




